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   FUNDAMENTALS OF CRIMINALISTICS AND CSI 

 

LESSON NO. 2.1         UNIT-C                

 

Police System 

Structure 

1. Police 

2. State Police and Hierarchy 

3. Role of police 

4. Functions of police 

5. Police and Forensic scientist relationship with reference to crime 
investigation.  

6. Modus operandi system. 

7. Maintenance of criminal records.  

8. Further suggested Reading.  

 

The Word police is derived from the Greek word Politeia or its Latin equivalent 
politia. The word Polita stands for State or administrators. The word police today is 
generally used to indicate the body of civil servants whose duties are presentation 
or order prevention and detection of crime and enforcement of Laws. Ernst Fround 
observed that police functions, generally relate to promoting public welfare by 
restraining and regulating the use of property and liberty. It is a well-known fact 
that prevention of crime essentially needs the services of certain law- enforcement 
agencies to detect and investigate crimes and apprehend criminals for prosecution 
in law courts and this role is performed by police. Usually the transgressions of 
laws are brought to the attention of the police, which prepares the grounds for 
future criminal investigations. The courts record evidence and decide whether the 
charge against the accused is proved or not. In case the guilt is proved the accused 
is convicted by the court and sent to prison or some correctional institution to 
undergo a term of sentence.  Thus a number of functional agencies, notably, the 
police, the courts and the prisons or aftercare institution, are involved in the 
administration of criminal Justice. It would be seen that from the point of view of 
sentence, generally speaking the upward trend in crime rate can be attributed to 
modernization, urbanization industrialization, advance of science and technology 
and growth of civilization and advent of materialism. With economic growth, our 
thrust for wealth and other luxuries of life has increased beyond limits, which 
cannot be fulfilled with the available resources. These temptations often resort to 
unlawful means to meet their ulterior motives. Scientific know-how has proved a 
boon to offenders in carrying out their criminal activities with considerations call 
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for a greater need for a new approach to crime and criminals so as to cope up with 
the new situations and keep crimes well within control.  

The modern police, therefore, is primarily concerned with detection and 
investigation of crime and apprehending criminals by making arrests whosoever 
breaks the laws of the country. They are thus concerned with the protection of 
society against crimes and safeguarding the person and property of the public.  
With a view to performing their duties efficiently, the police have to associate 
themselves with public and seek their co-operation in prosecuting the offenders. 
The police also deal with Juvenile delinquents and enforcement of a variety of acts 
and regulations such as  

1 To help and reconcile freedom with security and to uphold the rule of 
law.  

2 To uphold and protect human rights.  

3 To contribute towards winning faith of the people.  

4 To strengthen the security of persons and property.  

5 To investigate, detect and activate the prosecution of offences.  

6 To facilitate movement on highways and curb public disorder.  

7 To deal with major and minor crises and help those who are in distress. 

The police being primarily concerned with the  maintenance of law and order and 
security of persons and  property and plays a significant role in  criminal justice 
system of  Late, police duties have increased enormously and are becoming more 
and more diversified. The modern policemen must protect the public against 
physical dangers, rescue lives, regulate traffic and preserve law and order in the 
streets and public places. Originally the word police was used in a wider sense to 
connote the management of internal economy and the enforcement of government 
regulations in a particular country. As the time passed the term "police" began to be 
used in a narrower sense to means an agent of the state to maintain law and order 
and to enforce the regulation of the code of Criminal procedure.  

Prevention of crime essentially calls for the services of certain law 
enforcement agencies to detect and investigate crimes and apprehend 
criminals for prosecution in law courts. The Courts on the basis of 
evidence on record decide whether the charge against the accused is 
proved or not.  In case the guilt of the accused is proved, he is convicted 
by the court and sent to prison or some correctional institution to 
undergo the term of his sentence. These multiple functions are 
performed by a number of agencies notably the police, the courts and the 
prisons or after care institutions the institutions of probation and parole 
which seek to bring about the reformation of young and juvenile 
delinquents. In several cases the criminal is discharged by the police 
after preliminary investigation while in others the prosecution against 
the accused is dropped by court at some stage or he is finally acquitted 
of the charge. Again, even after conviction some criminals succeed on 
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probation and are not required to lead a prison life. Those who go to 
prisons may also be granted parole. The role of police in the 
administration of criminal justice comes first while those of courts and 
prisons later.  

The present police set up in India are mainly modeled on the British pattern. 

The System is in vague for over hundred fifty years. This however does not 

mean that there was no police force in India prior to the British rule. The 

ancient history of India reveals that there was a well organized system of police 

during the reigns of ancient Hindu rulers. The deterrent penal provisions, 

however, kept the law and order situation well under control. There was a 

separate branch of detectives working under the police establishment called the 

Guptachars.  

 During the Moghul rule in India also there was a well-organised police force 

maintained for keeping peace in the society. This system was, however, different 

from the earlier one The police official called the Darogah-I- fauzdari was 

incharge or the entire police force having under him many subordinate officials 

called Darogas or kotwals. The policeman called the Sipahi was the official of 

the lowest rank in police constabulary of the Moghuls. The detective branch of 

the police was called khupia who assisted the police in spotting out the 

offenders.  

The modern police is primarily concerned with detection and investigation of 

crime and apprehending criminals by making arrests. They are thus concerned 

with the protection of society against crimes and safeguarding the person and 

property of the people with a view to performing their duties efficiently, the police 

has to associate themselves with public and seek latter's co-operation in  

prosecuting the offenders The constitution of India provides that " police" as a  

'State subject", therefore, it is for the  States to maintain their own police force for 

maintaining peace and security within their respective territorial jurisdictions. 

Besides the state police Force there are certain special police establishments 

such as border security Force, Railway security Force, Central Reserve Police 

Force etc. Which assist the general police in performing their functions. There is 

yet another category of police wing called the traffic police whose duty is to 

control the traffic and deal with the cases of traffic law violations. A new central 

force called the central Industrial Security Force has been set in several public 

sector industries.  

India has multitude of law Enforcement agencies. All agencies are part of the 

Home Ministry. At the very basic level is the local police which is under state 

jurisdiction.  
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In India the state police have law enforcement powers across the entire state. 

India does not have a system of sheriffs and local city/town police units. The 

states police do the recruitment and the training and also run the forensic labs, 

etc. For major cities there is a special city specific police force, under the 

command of Commissioner of police. They are metropolitan police in the major 

cities like Mumbai and Calcutta. However, it should be noted that these police 

forces are just a separate unit in the state police. The members of the 

Metropolitan Police get recruited and trained as State police officers, but on 

training they get posted to Metropolitan Police. They also can be transferred 

back to any other place in the state.  

For administrative and jurisdictional purposes, some cities have two police 

forces: the city police under the command of the Commissioner of police, and 

the rural district (the district in which the city is located) under the command of 

a superintendent of Police. However, these units don't work in watertight 

compartments, and officers can get transferred from Rural Dt. Police to the City 

Police.  

Each state has a state police force, headed by the DGP (Director General of 

police). The state police is responsible for maintaining law and order in 

townships of the state and the rural areas. Top police officers are the Directors 

General, Inspectors General of Police (IGP) who look after various departments 

of the Police, such as law and order, training, intelligence, technical services, 

etc., report to the DGP. 

Some state forces are organized into police Ranges, headed by a Deputy 

Inspector General of police, which controls several police Districts. 

The Police Districts is the fulcrum of State police activity and each police 

district of the state is headed by Superintendent of Police.  

The police District is divided into Police Sub-Divisions and will be under the 

command of a Deputy Superintendent of Police (Dy.  Sp a state police officer) or 

Assistant Superintendent of Police (ASP a Indian Police Service Officer).  

The police Sub Division would be having one or more Police Circles, and would 

be under the command of an Inspector of police often referred to as the Circle 

Inspector (CI). 

Under the Police Circles are the police stations, generally under the control of a 

sub-inspector or SI. As per the various Indian laws, sub Inspector (and above) 

are the only officers who can  file a charge sheet in  court officers below this 

rank, do not have very huge power / authority.  
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Each state police force also maintains its own Armed police force which is 

responsible for emergencies and crowd control issues.   

Metropolitan Police 

In addition to the state police, major cities have their own police forces. The 

chief of Metropolitan Police is the Police Commissioner. Reporting to the Police 

Commissioner are the joint Police Commissioner, Deputy Commissioner, 

Assistant Commissioner of Police. The Metropolitan Police may or may not be 

subordinate to the state police, varies by state.  

Central Bureau of Investigation 

The Central Bureau of Investigation is the prime investigating agency of India. It 

also is India's representation for the Interpol. The CBI draws its officers from 

the best IPS officers around the country. It handles crime related to national 

security and governmental departments. The agency handles crime in which 

people from high posts in the government may be involved, either as  the victim 

or offender.  

Criminal Investigation Department  

The CID handles mainly crime relating to murders and such heinous acts, 
which the local police may not have the expertise to handle.  

Home Guards 

The Indian Home Guard are an auxiliary police force. They assist the police and 

the public by maintaining law and order in times of natural and man made 

catastrophies.  

The Indian Home Guard is Indian Paramilitary force which is tasked as an 

auxiliary to the Indian police. The Home Guards Organization was reorganized 

in India in 1962 after the external Aggression by the people's Republic of China. 

though it existed in smaller units individually in some places. This is a powerful 

instrument for strengthening the will of the people to stand up to hardship and 

danger in the country's hour of need. It is truly national Force, well- disciplined 

and trained extensively.  

Railway Protection Force 

The RPF is used to guard the Indian Railways. They maintain discipline on 

platforms as well as travel inside trains to keep passengers secure. Railway 

accidents are also handled by them.  

Central Reserve Police Force 

 The CRPF helps to maintain India's security. They used to fight terrorism and 

also complement the police in times of disasters.  
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Central Industrial Security Force  

The CISF are used to guard industrial installations around the country owned 
by the Central government Sea ports and Air port security is manned by them.  

Role of Police:  

The police have thus a very august responsibility demanding of them the 

highest standards of conduct, particularly those of honesty impartiality and 

integrity. It is however, very unfortunate that the police in modern Indian 

society is looked with fear, suspicion and distrust by the public. This public 

apathy towards the police is to such an extent that the policemen are hesitant 

in taking adequate step to prevent violations of law because of the apprehension 

of public criticism. There are various causes which shatters public confidence 

in police like increasing interference of politicians and a large number of cases 

prosecuted by the police result in acquittal of the accused due to some or the 

other procedural or technical irregularity, defect or omission on the part of the 

police officials in dealing with the suspect of offender. Unfortunately, the 

relationship between the police and Magistracy in India lacks mutual respect 

and confidence. There is a dire need for these two agencies of criminal justice to 

work in close harmony and trust for each other. Police cases mostly fail because 

of the lack of public co-operation. This indirectly helps the offenders to escape 

detection or conviction. The members of the society do not realize that it is their 

social as well as moral obligation to help the police in suppression of crimes.  

 The major problem for the modern police in India, therefore, is to inspire the 

public to appreciate the police value. The general impression that the policemen 

are inefficient, brutal, corrupt and lawless should be removed aside and should 

be encouraged to discharge their duties honestly, sincerely and faithfully so as 

to promote the welfare of the society.  

Functions of Police:  

Police play a dominant role in bringing the offenders to justice. Their job is to 

pick up criminals from the society for prosecution. The main functions which 

the police is lawfully required to perform are:-  

1. The foremost task assigned to the police is to make arrest of the law- 
violators and suspected criminals and take them into custody in order to 
prevent crime.  

2. The police also has the power to release an accused on a bond with or 
without sureties in case there is no sufficient evidence or reasonable ground 
of suspicion to justify the forwarding of the accused to a Magistrate.  

3. Another important function that devolves on the police is to frisk and 
interrogate the criminals or suspects. (Frisking implies searching) The 
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police also have the power to interrogate and question the person 
suspected of having committed a non- cognizable offence.  

4. The police is also to conduct search and seizures. The search and 
seizures conducted by police may be with or without warrant.  

5. The police is to record information in the inquest register in case a 
person dies under unnatural or suspicious circumstances.  

6. Besides making arrests, the police also acts as a prosecutor to conduct 
prosecution of case in law courts. The success in prosecution largely 
depends on promptness and ability with which the investigation is 
conducted by the police.  

7. In addition to the usual functions of protecting life and liberty of persons 
and apprehending criminals the police also have to deal with special 
activities such as identification and laboratory technical research.  

8. More recently tremendous increase in vehicular traffic in Urban areas 
has burdened the police with relatively new responsibility or regulating 
traffic flow in the interest of public safety. It is evident that efficiency of 
the police force reflects upon the law and order situation of a country 
which in term leaves an impression about the general progress of the 
community.  

9. Since child care is developmental function of the welfare state, the police 
has an important role to play in controlling juvenile delinquency. The 
police is involved with the administration of child-delinquency in all the 
three important stages namely, preventive stage, trial stage and the 
rehabilitation stage. It is only the police organization which is duty 
bound to prevent and control ever-increasing quantum of juvenile crime 
in the country. 

10. As a part of welfare measure the police is entrusted with yet more 
important function of helping public in tracking out the missing persons. 
Special missing persons squads have been set up at Delhi and other 
metropolitan cities as a part of police personnel who are exclusively to 
deal with missing persons and a responsibility to restore them to their 
families. The efficiency of the police force reflects upon the law and order 
situation of a country which in turn leaves an impression about the 
general progress of the community. The Government of India have been 
striving to improve the quality of Indian police through a phased 
programme of intensive training and research in modern-techniques of 
crime detection. The home Guard volunteer organization was started 
after Indian independence to cope up with the additional work of the 
police. These volunteer can be utilized to assist the regular police force in 
maintaining law and order in times of emergency and they also help in 
protecting the people from flood fire, famine or disease etc.  
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   FUNDAMENTALS OF CRIMINALISTICS AND CSI 

 

LESSON NO. 2.2        UNIT-C    AUTHOR : MS. VEENA RANI 

  

MAINTENANCE OF CRIME RECORDS 

An Overview 

2.2.1 National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB)  

 2.2.1.1 Crime and Criminal Tracking Network and Systems (CCTNS) 

 2.2.1.2 Training Brach 

 2.2.1.3 Statistical Branch 

 2.2.1.4 Data Centre and Technical Branch (DCT)  

 2.2.1.5 Central Finger Prints Bureau (CFPB)  

 2.2.1.6 Crime Records Branch (CRB) 

         2.2.1.7 Functions of National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB)  

2.2.2 State Crime Records Bureau (SCRB) 

 2.2.2.1 Composition of SCRB 

 Finger Print Bureau 

 Modus Operandi Bureau (MOB) 

 Police Computer Wing  

 Statistical Cell under the administrative control of Chief Office 

 SCRB Administrative Office 

2.2.3 References and Suggested Books 

2.2.1 National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB)  

Crime records perform a very important task in the scheme of police working for 

prevention and detection of crime. The Indian Police, over the years, have 

sought to advance the competence of the crime records systems to fulfill their 

responsibilities with greater competence and efficacy. Generally, any 
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organization or agency should be capable of monitoring its own activities. In 

general terms, management can be characterized as a process of organizing a 

set of resources to accomplish established goals and objectives. Effective 

management requires information to determine whether the goals and 

objectives are being accomplished in a timely and orderly fashion, and whether 

the resources are being used efficiently and effectively. The more complex the 

organisation, the greater will be the need for statistical information, particularly 

on resources and resource allocation and on cases and caseloads.  

The National Crime Records Bureau was set up in 1986 to function as 

repository of information on crime and criminals so as to assist the 

investigation in linking crime to the perpetrators based on the recommendation 

of the National Police Commission (1977-1981). NRCB developed Integrated 

Investigation Forms i.e., IIF in 1989-93 and implemented the Crime and 

Criminal Investigation System (CCIS) during the year of 1995. NCRB was 

entrusted with the responsibilities for monitoring, co-ordinating and 

implementing the Crime and Criminal Tracking Network System (CCTNS). To 

fulfill these aspects, NCRB collect, analyze and publish data/statistics of 

different crimes, prison statistics and accidental deaths also. NCRB is divided 

into six different division and these are as follows: 

1. Crime and Criminal Tracking Network and Systems (CCTNS) 

2. Training Brach 

3. Statistical Branch.  

4. Data Centre and Technical Branch (DCT) 

5. Central Finger Prints Bureau (CFPB) 

6. Crime Records Branch (CRB) 

2.2.1.1 Crime and Criminal Tracking Network and Systems (CCTNS) 

It is a strategic scheme formulated in the light of experience of a non-plan 

scheme namely “Common Integrated Police Application” (CIPA). While the Crime 
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and Criminal Tracking Network and Systems (CCTNS) is a Mission Model 

Project under the National E-Governance Plan of the Government of India. 

CCTNS intend to create a comprehensive and integrated system for improving 

the efficiency and effectiveness of policing through assume the principle of E-

Governance and construction of a nationwide networking infrastructure for 

development of IT-enabled State of the art tracking system in the field of 

investigation of crime and detection of criminals.  

2.2.1.2 Training Branch One of the goals of NCRB is to provide training in 

IT and finger print science for capacity building in police forces in the country. 

Training branch of NCRB has been striving hard for achieving this objective. 

Each year this branch conducts on an average 22 training programmes for 

Indian Police Officers. Duration of these courses vary from 3 Days to 1 week. 

Training in subjects CCTNS, Advanced Fingerprint Science, Network and E-

Security, Coloured Portrait Building System, Operators Course for Statistical 

Software Crime in India and ADSI, Operator Course for Prison Statistics India 

etc., are conducted. NCRB also conducts the courses on ‘Train the Trainer’ for 

development of training resource persons in Police. The Programmes conducted 

in NCRB are attended by officers of all ranks including senior IPS officers from 

States / Union Territories as well as from Central Police Organizations and have 

been very well received.  

2.2.1.3 Statistical Branch 

This branch was formed out of the Statistical Section of Bureau of Police 

Research and Development (BPR&D) which was one of the four units that were 

merged in NCRB at the time of NCRB's creation. Hence, Statistical Branch of 

NCRB is one of the founding branches of NCRB. The Branch is headed by Chief 

Statistical Officer (CSO) who is an STS level officer belonging to the Indian 

Statistical Service (ISS). The CSO is assisted by a Statistical Officer (SO), who is 

a JTS level officer of ISS, and a Junior Staff Officer (JSO), who is an officer 

belonging to the EDP cadre of NCRB. The SO and the JSO guide and supervise 
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the teams of DPAs, DEOs and other officials working under them. The DPAs 

and DEOs belong to the EDP cadre of NCRB.  

2.2.1.4 Data Centre and Technical Branch (DCT)  

DCT was formed to ensure the regulations of following activities:  

 To build up, update and maintain a secure National Database on crimes, 

criminals and property which will make available informed, accurate and 

timely information online to all State forces and Central agencies for the 

purpose of improving day to day functioning in terms of crime detection, 

crime prevention, maintenance of public order etc.  

 To update, maintain and build up a secure database on lost and recovered 

vehicles and provide updating facility to all vehicle counters in the country 

and border check posts. 

 It provides ‘recovered vehicles’ data for NCRB website from the National 

Databank of stolen/recovered automobiles. 

 To procure necessary IT hardware, software as per requirement of various 

divisions in NCRB and monitor their maintenance and performance.  

 To act as a Control Room for the organization round the clock. 

 In addition to above, this branch also provides data communication facilities  

2.2.1.5 Central Finger Prints Bureau (CFPB) 

The Central Finger Print Bureau came into being in 1955 in Calcutta (now 

Kolkata) under the administrative control of the Intelligence Bureau. In 1973 

the administrative control was transferred to CBI and it was in July, 1986 that 

the CFPB was finally placed under the administrative control of the newly 

formed National Crime Records Bureau. At the Central Finger Prints Bureau, all 

the questioned documents involving disputed Finger Prints are examined and 

opinion given regarding their identity or otherwise. The service is free of charge 

for all Government agencies and Public Sector Undertakings. In case of private 
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agencies or individuals, the documents should be routed through Government 

agencies.  

2.2.1.6 Crime Records Branch (CRB) 

The main function of this Division is to collect, compile and disseminate 

information on Crime, Criminal, Missing persons and Property in respect of 

various offences on the basis of monthly returns from State / UT Police 

authorities. Data stored is used for co-ordination of lost and recovered 

property/persons viz., Motor vehicles, Firearms, Missing Persons etc. These 

results are communicated through post/email to the various District SPs. Also 

the data bank is used to provide the vehicle verification report to the various 

Transport Authorities within Delhi. 

Thus, both of the organizations, Bureau of Police Research and Development as 

well as the National Crime Records Bureau, has their significance as per their 

goals, aims, mission and vision. These organizations were formed to enhance 

the effectiveness of police, improve professionalism in police and also to update 

and make police more service oriented in the democratic country like India. 

These approaches, practice of creating better policing through trainings and 

modules. These organizations are in the developing direction and yet to achieve 

more in future. 

2.2.1.7 Functions of National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB)  

Following are the important functions of NCRB: 

1. To keep various records of crimes and criminals including those operating at 

national and international level as well as to assist the police and other 

investigation agency. 

2. To collect information of criminals from respective States and national 

investigation agency without referring to the police station records. 

3. To collect and process the statistics of the crime and criminals at the 

national level. 
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4. To furnish information about crime and criminals to reformative agencies for 

their task of rehabilitation of criminals, their remand, parole and premature 

release. 

5. To provide guidance to State Crime Record Bureau. 

6. To evaluate the functions of Crime Record Bureau at District level. 

7. To play the role of National repository of fingerprint records of convicted 

including the foreign criminals. 

8. To assist police and other investigating agencies in finding the criminals by 

the help of fingerprint search. 

2.2.2 State Crime Records Bureau (SCRB) 

The State Crime Records Bureau (hereinafter read as SCRB) act as the hub of 

all crime related information. It collects, collates and analyses data related to 

crimes and criminals and furnish crime statistics of the State to the National 

Crime Records Bureau and to the State as and when required by them.  

2.2.2.1 Composition of SCRB 

The State Crime Records Bureau includes: 

 Finger Print Bureau 

 Modus Operandi Bureau under the administrative control of 

CBI and CID 

 Police Computer Wing  

 Statistical Cell under the administrative control of Chief Office 

 SCRB Administrative Office 

1. Finger Print Bureau (FPB) 

The Finger Print Bureau was established in the year 1895 where the finger print 

slips of the State criminals as well as bordering States and international 

criminals are recorded for aiding the police in the detection and prevention of 

crime. In India, FPB came into existence in the year of 1955 and it fulfilled all 

the requirement of law enforcement agencies throughout the country as a nodal 
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agency to effectively deal in inter-State criminal enquiries by tracing or locating 

inter State criminals. It has 35 Single Digit Finger Print Bureaux. Each SDFP 

headed by Additional Superintendent of Police (ADSP) or Deputy 

Superintendent of Police (DSP).  

Functions and Duties of FPB  

 Aid and advice to the investigating Officers with the finger prints of the 

criminals. 

 Searching, comparison and identification of finger prints.  

 Documenting finger prints of convicts and conviction details. 

 Deposing expert opinion on criminal and civil cases in the court of law.  

 Furnishing conviction particulars and finger print slips to NCRB. 

 Matching of finger prints slips of criminals with Finger Print Database and 

advising the Investigation Officers. 

2. MOB (Modus Operandi Bureau) 

Modus Operandi is a Latin term which is “method of operation” or plan of 

working. Ordinarily, the Modus Operandi method of investigation is based on 

the study of various crime patterns and the plan adopted by different criminals 

committing different crime. Modus Operandi Bureau maintains records on the 

basis of modus operandi of criminals. It came into existence in the year of 1960.   

The prime functions of Modus Operandi Bureau (MOB) are: 

 To maintain records of inter-State criminals. 

 To maintain records of inter District criminals. 

 Guidance is given to the IOs regarding criminals as per modus operandi 

adopted by the accused as when required. 

 To compile monthly diaries and further submission to National Crime 

Record Bureau. 

 To collect, consolidate, collate and disseminate information on crimes and 

criminals. 

 To maintain history sheets of MOB criminals.  
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 To maintain general subject files for property offenders.  

 To maintain profiles of criminal gangs. 

3. Police Computer Wing  

The Police Computer Wing was established under MPF scheme to control 

computerize crime and criminal Information. The important tasks of the Police 

Computer Wing are: 

 To aid in the investigation and for statistical purpose  

 To record all the crime and criminal data of the State,  

 The maintenance of software supplied by NCRB viz., MVCS, CCIS, 

Talash, Potrait Building System etc. 

 Implementation of software supplied by NCRB such as CIPA and CCTNS. 

 Preparation of Crime Review of SCRB Bulletin and assist NCRB in 

compiling of Crime in India.  

 Maintenance and updation of Police Websites i.e., en-RAS (Road Accident 

Statistic Software).  

 Imparting training to the District personnel in CCIS, PBS, CIPA.  

4. Statistical Cell 

Statistical Cell was attached with SCRB in 1995. They are under the functional 

control of Chief Office. The main functions and duties of Statistical Cell are: 

 Collection and compilation of all statistical data pertaining to the Office of 

the Director General of Police.  

 To prepare Policy Note, Governor’s / Chief Minister’s speech for Police 

Budget. 

 To prepare Statistical Hand book on Tamil Nadu Police.  

 To collect statistical data i.e., Road Accidents (Monthly and Annual 

accidental death and Suicides) from the districts and to furnish data to the 

State and Central Government.  
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5. SCRB Administrative Office 

Administrative Office is attached to SCRB for the administration purpose of 

SCRB. It has a Personal Assistant (Administration) and 5 Superintendents, 11 

Assistants, 2 Stenos, 2 Typists, 7 JAs, 7 Office Assistants, 3 Record Clerks, 4 

Sweepers etc. 

2.2.3 References and Suggested Books  

1. Syed Shamsul Huda, “The Principles of the Law of Crimes (Tagore Law  

 Lectures-1902), Eastern Book Company, Lucknow, 1st edn., (Reprinted) 

 2011. 

2. J W Cecil Turner, “Kenny’s Outlines of Criminal Law”, Universal Law 

 Publishing Co. Pvt. Ltd. New Delhi, 19th edn., 1966 (Reprinted) 2002. 

3. Ronald L. Akers, Christine S. Sellers, “Criminological Theories, 

 Introduction, Evaluation And Application”, Rawat Publication, Jaipur 

 and New Delhi, 4th edn., 2004.   

4. Roger Hopkins Burke, “An Introduction to Criminological Theory”, 

 William Publishing, UK, 2nd edn., 2005 (Reprinted) 2008. 
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   FUNDAMENTALS OF CRIMINALISTICS AND CSI 

 

LESSON NO. 2.3         UNIT-C                

 

POLICE AND FORENSIC SCIENTIST RELATIONSHIPS WITH 
REFERENCE TO CRIME INVESTIGATIONS 

  

Forensic science in criminal investigation and trials is mainly concerned with 
materials and indirectly through materials with men, places and time. Among 
men, the investigating officer is the most important person. Infact, is the men 
he whose work determines the success or failure of the applications of forensic 
science in the processing of a criminal case if he fails to collect the relevant 
correct evidence, allows them to be contaminated or does not provide correct 
samples for comparisons, the finding of a forensic scientist will be useless and 
rather they will be helpful to the culprit. Therefore a strong relation exists 
between the forensic scientist and police in order to have the proper 
investigation in criminal trials. Materials are identified and compared with the 
process of forensic science. They establish the presence or absence of a link 
between the crime, the criminal, the victim, the place and occurrence. The 
important materials, therefore, form the significant evidence in criminal 
investigations. In addition, the place of occurrence becomes the most important 
source of evidences.  

The forensic scientist has to depend upon for proper functioning of the forensic 
science, on the investigation officer, for its effective utilization in dissemination 
of justice. If the investigating officer does not know how to collect the correct 
clues, how to preserve them, how to pack them and keep intact, integrity and 
the identity of the clue material, the best of the expertise and the 
instrumentations with the scientists would not help. The investigating officer 
has to be a specialist in handing the correct clue correctly so that they could 
correlate the scientific evidence with the rest of the oral evidence, 
circumstantial evidence and evidence of other specialists more effectively. The 
application of forensic sciences in the investigation of crime can be effective 
only if the relationships between the investigation officers and scientist exists 
by understanding the significance of each others role in criminal investigations. 
Ignorance about the value of evidence sometimes causes a lot of disappointment 
to an investigating officer, in criminal investigations.  

Scientific evidence provides linkages of the criminal with the crime through clue 
materials. If the clue materials are properly collected, correctly preserved and 
sent to the laboratory for evaluations and their integrity and authenticity 
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remain unquestionable, they can be strong evidence for the proof against the 
culprit.  

Since the clue materials are collected by the investigating officers and if the  
investigator does not  possess the adequate knowledge and experience etc.  he 
will not be able  to collect the correct clue materials and the  evidence is lost. 
Authenticity of evidentiary clues, collected from the sources, has to be proved 
beyond reasonable doubt. If the evidence is not proved beyond reasonable 
doubt, the courts do not accept the evidence as genuine. Not only the 
evaluation of the evidence is lost in connecting the criminal with the crime but 
it wastes lot of time and resources on the part of the scientist and the 
investigator. Dialogue or relationship between the investigator and the forensic 
scientist can overcome the uncertainties and bring in better understanding of 
the value of Scientific evidence in criminal justice system.  

Successful application of forensic science in the investigative process is only 
possible when the operational police officers and the forensic scientists becomes 
integral part of the crime investigation team. In addition, a good communication 
should also exist between all those involved right from the initial investigation 
stage, through crime scene examination, evidence collection, case submission, 
scientific analysis and interpretation, to the presentation of the case in the 
court. This partnership should be based on trust that both are working together 
in the pursuit of shared aims. The efficient investigation of crime leads to the 
identification and prosecution of the guilty and quick elimination of the 
innocent from investigation A basic level of awareness is needed for all the 
uniformed officers to support their role at crime scenes. It is only by breaking 
down the existing artificial barriers, efficiently and in a cost effective manner. 
The aim must be to achieve a communicative team with a shared vision 
between forensic scientists.  

Modus operandi: The expression "Modus operandi means plan of working or 

mode of operation. Naturally, therefore, the modus operandi method of 
investigation is based on the study of the various crime pattern and the 
methods adopted by different criminals in committing different crimes. It is 
actually system of crime indexing that suggests to the investigator or the name 
and description of the probable criminal on the basis of his past criminal 
activities. The principle underlying this system is that a criminal like any other 
human being, is a creature of habits and is likely to follow the same old method 
of committing crime from case to case. Having found that a particular method 
has worked well in the past he clings to it with almost a blind faith in its 
efficiency. Sir Harold scott (1954) says that even after several detections and 
arrests, some offenders go on repeating themselves and seem either too lazy or 
too habitual to vary their methods which is fortunate for the police. If a person 
had started his criminal carrer as a burglar entering houses by the roof or by 
boring a hole in the door leaf and then opening the door, latch, he will continue 
to do so throughout the rest of his life. Not only would he adhere to this 
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peculiar method of entry into the house but he would also continue to maintain 
the same crime pattern. Thus where a person had started his career as a 
pickpocket, he prefers to continue his activities as pickpocket and very rarely 
becomes burgler or dacoit. This, however, does not mean that a criminal would 
never vary his modus operandi at all. Sometimes, clever criminals do change 
their methods to suit the varying circumstances of each case. Sir Scott says 
thus even if a criminal is sufficiently cautions (wary) to vary his methods, he 
seldom does so completely.  

Limitations of M.O. System: Sometimes there is a change of M.O by clever 

criminals. It is upon this rule of conduct that the Modus Operandi system of 

investigation is based. But it is not such an unalternable law of nature that it 

would hold well in each and every case.  A criminal though he is a creature of 

habit and is likely to follow his old method of committing the crime but also his 

crime pattern. Man does, at times, change his habits or ways of life by 

compulsion of events in order to adjust himself to new and changed 

circumstances. Though this possibility is there and as such it becomes 

necessary in a well maintained modus operandi system to note all the 

variations in methods and pattern of crime with regard to each individual 

criminal very carefully, yet in the vast majority of cases criminals continue to 

adhere to their old ways of life and even if they vary their methods, they do not 

do so perfectly.  

Objective of Modus Operandi system:  

The main object of the modus operandi system is to maintain records of known 

criminals on the bases of their individual methods of operation and in a given 

case from a study of such records to fix the criminal responsible for committing 

the offence. If it were possible to do so in each and every case, it would have 

been an ideal thing. But even if that be not possible in each case, it may be 

possible to say as to which particular group or class of criminals the wrong- 

doer belongs as each particular class of criminals may have a particular modus 

operandi. This information is also very helpful because it narrows down the 

field of investigation and to that extent helps the investigator in tracing the 

criminal or criminals responsible for committing a particular crime.  

Principal Heads of Classification in Modus Operandi System  

In the modus operandi system usually card indices are maintained of detected 

and undetected cases according to the alphabetical order of different crimes e.g. 

Arson, Burglary, Coining Drugging, embezzlement Froud etc. with as many 

Sub-classifications as possible. Sir L.W. Atcherley, who was the first to 
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regularize the modus operandi system laid down the following ten principal 

heads of classification: - 

(1) Class word - Meaning class of persons or property attacked.  

(2) Entry - meaning at what point the entry was effected into the house or 

 place.  

(3) Means - meaning how the  entry was really effected e.g. by cutting, 

 boring a hole through the roof, drlling 

(4) Object: meaning motive for the crime 

(5) Time: meaning the time of committing the offence 

(6) Style: meaning the style adopted by the criminal in committing the 

 crime.  

(7) Tale: meaning a statement made by the culprit to win over the  

 confidence of the victim 

(8) Pal: meaning accomplices 

(9) Transport: The transport used in coming to or leaving the scene of 

 occurrence. 

(10)  Trade marks: meaning certain unusual things carried by the criminal 

 which  may not have any bearing on the crime. 

Modus operandi Bureau and its method of Maintaining Records and 
indices :  

On the basis of the principles, almost every progressive state now maintains a 

modus operandi Bureau or criminal Record office in some form or the other. A 

modus operandi Bureau is a Clearing House where information received about 

professional crimes and criminals are duly classified for future use.  In short, 

with the help of indices in detected and undetected cases and the photographs, 

the modus operandi Bureau makes an attempt to trace old cases to new 

offenders and new cases to old offenders.  

A modus operandi Bureau has thus to maintain two categories of cards, one for 
detected cases and the other for  undetected cases. In fact, this is perhaps the 
biggest job in a Modus operandi Bureau. Sir Harold Scott ( 1954) observed that 
there were over two and a  half million cards in the criminals record office and 
in view of the great number of aliases adopted by criminals a single man may 
have a number of cards to his  credit.  

Generally the following index cards ought to be maintained in a well organized 

bureau in respect of detected cases: 

(i) Main crime Record Card or Crime Record Index: This card should 

give tall full criminal history of the person including name, aliases, 
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description, particulars of very conviction and arrest, method of 
operation, photo etc.  

(ii) Nominal Index: For each alias a separate card should be prepared 

giving original name, address, occupation, age height description, 
notable physical peculiarity and modus operandi cards of different colour 
may be used for distinguishing between local inter-state absconding and 
untraced criminals.  

(iii) Physical Peculiarity Index: A separate card to be prepared for each 

visible or notable physical peculiarity deformity or any other marks of 
identification e.g. birth mark, dimple, male war scar, abnormally long 
arm, bold head etc. According to Sir Harold Scott (1954) deformity has to 
be interpreted in a wide sense to cover any characteristic feature of the 
criminal.  

(iv) Modus operandi Index (Method Index): In this card such of the 10 

points of Modus operandi as can be gathered from the criminal's acts are 
to be indicated to give an idea of the method adopted by the criminal. 
Separate cards have to be prepared for different sub-classifications. Thus 
under house breaking may come bar- bending, bar cutting, door 
breaking etc.  

(v) Style index: This card is a great use in cases of cheating and other 

offences where impersonation is resorted to as a method for committing 
the crime. This card gives particulars of style and modus operandi under 
the general head "Style" there may be a very large number of Sub-
classifications e.g. army man, acquaintance, agent, astrologer beggar, 
officer etc.  

(vi) Trademark Index: This card gives the details of any special peculiarity 

of each crime. Under this head also cards are maintained according to 
various sub-classification e.g. articles disrobed landless burnt chilli 
powder thrown, tampering with telephone and electricity etc. 

(vii) Transport Index: This card should give the type of transport used in 

coming to leaving the scene of crime. There may be a number of sub-
classifications and consequent multiplication of cards under the 
following sub-heads e.g. basket, cart, cloth bag, coolie, cycle motor car, 
rickshaw etc.  

(viii) Rogues Gallery (Photo Albums) : Though strictly not a card index 

this photo album is a valuable document in a Modus Operandi Bureau 
which is of immense use tracing an old offender. In this section 
photographs of criminals are filed in albums under different modus 
operandi sub-classifications. Photographs (both profile and full face) are 
to be filed according to religion etc. such as European, Christian, Sikhs 
Hindu, Punjabi and so on. One man's photo may be in more than one 
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album according to the modus operandi he adopts. Photos in albums 
should be filed according to age, sex, height etc. and  

Card indices in respect of undetected crimes and criminals should have:-  

(1) wanted person's name index 

(2)  wanted person's physical peculiarity index 

(3)  wanted persons style index 

(4)  wanted persons Trade mark Index 

(5)  wanted person's Transport index 

(6)  Identifiable stolen property index 

Separate registers in respect of undetected cases are maintained. In this 

register (undetected case Register) Cases should be entered under to points of 

modus operandi together with name and description of wanted persons. Crime 

route sheet or this crime Chart should be maintained in respect of a person or 

persons suspected to be concerned in many cases at different places in different 

times, on the basis of his or their modus operandi. It helps to determine the 

route, the wanted criminal is following and when the man is arrested a copy of 

it is sent to the investigating officers concerned for making enquires in all the 

cases noted in the sheets. Along with these other register are maintained like 

crime report register, Modus Operation Bureau (MOB) conviction register, arrest 

intimation register, jail release date register, history sheet etc.  

In some state, modus operandi records are also maintained at District, sub- 

divisional and at levels for dealing with purely local cases. The advantage of this  

system is that it makes the district and investigating officers more modus 

operandi conscious and obviates the necessity of making a  reference to the 

State modus operandi Bureau every now and then in  regard to the activities of 

local criminals. In England the modus operandi Bureau is designated as the 

criminal Record office or the CRO. The city modus operandi Bureau of Calcutta 

too has been renamed in the same fashion, whereas the modus operandi 

section attached to the C.I.D west Bengal is known as the criminal intelligence 

Bureau. In other parts of the country, however the expression Modus operandi 

Bureau still seems to be popular, therefore, in vogue.  

In most countries files and card indices are searched by human hands. But in 

America (LA) where thousands of crimes are reported annually. it is  almost 

impossible to conduct this search by hand. Therefore, punch card system has 

been introduced there so as to enable an electronic machine to do the search at 

the rate of several cards per second. Now , with the computerization of all 

criminal records maintenance of records and their search have been made all 

the more systematic and quick in all advanced countries of the world including 
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India. A careful study of Modus operandi may prove helpful not only in 

detecting crimes but also in preventing them. Many crimes thus could be 

miraculously prevented through Modus operandi system.  

District or local MoB's: Their advantages and disadvantage 

The advantage of this system is that it makes the district and investigating 
officers more modus operandi conscious and obviates the necessity or making a 
reference to the state modus operandi Bureau in regard to the activities of local 
criminals. A probable disadvantage of this system may be that the investigating 
officers might remain content with merely making a reference to the local 
district bureau whereas in view of the crime having been committed by an tine 
ran or outside criminal a reference was really called for the State Modus 
operandi or perhaps to the National Crime Record Bureau which is located at 
New Delhi. And in Cases of international Criminals apart from reference to the 
Central or National M.O.B., a reference to the Modus Operandi section of the 
Interpol, Paris, through the National Crime Bureau, appears to be an imperative 
necessity. Thus it appears this local M.O.B system works most satisfactorily as 
a supplement to the State or C.I.D. Modus operandi Bureau.    
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LESSON NO. 2.4         UNIT-D    AUTHOR: MR. JASWINDER SINGH         
  

 

ETHICS IN FORENSIC SCIENCE AND DUTIES OF 

FORENSIC SCIENTIST 

Content overview 

 Introduction 
 Enforcement of the code of ethics 
 Ethics to be followed 
 Suggested questions 
 Suggested readings 

 

Introduction: Every organization has some rules and regulations to be 

followed during the course of their job and disseminating their duties which are 

very important to develop and professional attitude in their employees. These 

rules are referred as CODE OF ETHICS. These rules and regulation helps to 

boost the confidence in employees as well as preserve the secrecy of the 

casework in forensic science laboratories. An important reason to develop and 

adopt ethical code of conduct for forensic science laboratories is that such 

codes are hallmarks of professional statues. In the same way that scientists 

agree upon procedures for conducting scientific inquiries as professional need 

to agree on procedures by which we govern our professional practice. 

Discussions among criminalists reveal many topics about which we disagree. 

Eg. It is appropriate for the criminalists laboratory to take cocaine or 

methamphetamine samples that narcotic investigators can use for undercover 

operations. It is unethical for the criminalists to synthesize controlled drugs 

and se in such situations.  

What about preparing false reports the investigator can use during investigation 

of suspects?  

What information should be included in a report? 

What is the obligation of forensic scientist to provide discovery information to 

opposing counsel? 

Is that obligation different for criminalists reporting for law enforcement 

agencies, prosecution agencies or direct practices? 
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A code of ethics is like a code of laws has written rules governing behavior in 

certain circumstances. What are the ethical requirements for work done in 

laboratory or in the field? What are the ethical considerations that govern the 

criminalists relationships with the other colleagues, supervisors, lawyers, 

litigants, the press and the public. What is the correct response to the 

instructions from the court to provide a "YES" or "NO" answer to counsel's 

question? What should the criminalist do when an important question is not 

asked? Does the obligation do tell the truth, whole truth means that the all 

possible, all probable, all reasonably probable, all highly probable or only the 

most probable alternatives must be given in response to a question? 

The criminalists work may be considered by the judge, jury or lawyers who 

make decisions that profoundly affect others people's life. The fact the 

criminalist does not have to decide guilt or innocence, pass judgment of death 

or life without parole, or determine the amount of liability for the damage does 

not mean the criminalist can ignore the fact that the results of the work done in 

laboratory may be used sometimes correctly and sometimes incorrectly. 

Enforcement of the code of ethics 

The application of code of ethics to any professional activity must accomplish 

one of two alternatives. The specific activity under considerations must be 

deemed either ethical or unethical. The code must be constructed carefully 

with the understanding that behavior not explained become unethical will by 

default be accepted as ethical professional organization have the responsibility 

not only to enforce ethical behavior of their members but also to explain why 

actions are  violation of ethical requirements. 

Following Ethical Codes must be followed by forensic scientists: 

1. Competence:  

Code of ethics that address the issue of competence generally require that the 

criminalist not undertake tasks for examination that he/she is not competent 

to undertake. To evaluate one's own competency one must first understand how 

competent he/she is in a particular. Forensic experts should have some 

training in their laboratory and must have experience of handling the case work 

which increases their competence and performance. 

2. Thoroughness: 

It requires that necessary examination should be carried out or conducted 

thoroughly without leaving any test or examination. A thorough examination is 

must for conclusive results. Incomplete examination can ruin the reputation of 

laboratory as well as the expert. It sometimes becomes necessary to appear in 
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the court to explain the findings to the jury and if expert is not able to explain 

the findings and is unable to answer during cross-examination it can cost the 

reputation of both laboratory and expert. 

3. Relevance: 

Examination and tests must be relevant to the issues that are involved in the 

investigation. Irrelevant examinations or tests result in wastage of samples and 

may lead to false results. Test applied to the case samples must be relevant and 

must have some documented proof of their reliability and authenticity. 

4. Reviewability: 

Tests or methods employed for examination must be reviewable. It is also legally 

required in some case to have a second opinion from some other laboratory so 

the experts are always suggested not to consume whole of the sample. Some 

part of the sample is always preserved for second opinion. It is also a scientific 

requirement as the scientist may have to prove hypothesis by verifying it 

experimentally. The comparison of test results with that of the standards 

provides the firm conclusion. 

5. Interaction between the forensic scientist and the client: 

The role of the laboratory technician is to conduct a request analysis, the role of 

the professional criminalist is to evaluate the circumstances, understand the 

relevant issues and advises the client what can be done to resolve any relevant 

question. 

6. Disclosure:  

The work of forensic experts is always secret as the report given by expert can 

cost life of individuals under trial in court. Forensic experts work in an area 

which is restricted for others as they should not disclose the work under 

observation with anyone outside the laboratory or within the laboratory. It may 

affect the integrity of the results.  

In the Lab 

7. Responsibility of the employer: 

Employers rarely have the ability to judge the quality and productivity of their 

forensic laboratory. Therefore employers rely upon the forensic manager to 

develop and maintain an efficient quality forensic laboratory. 
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8. Managerial Competence: 

Laboratory manger should display competence in direction of such activities as 

long term planning, management of change, group decision making and sound 

fiscal practices. 

9. Integrity: 

Lab workers must be honest and truthful with their work peers, supervisors 

and sub-ordinates. 

10. Quality: 

Quality Assurance procedures must be such that which effectively monitor and 

verify  with the quality of the work products of their laboratory. 

11. Efficiency: 

Laboratory services should be provided in a manner which maximizes 

organizational efficiency  and ensure an economic expenditure of resources 

and personnel. 

12. Productivity:  

Highest priority must be given to cover which have a potential productive 

outcome and which could, if successfully concluded have an effective impact on 

the enforcement on adjudication  process. 

13. Health and safety: 

Routine safety inspections, maintenance of records of injuries should be carried out. 

14. Security: 

Laboratory security should be planned and maintained control of access both 

during and after business hours should be carried out. 

15.  Qualification:  

Sufficient academic qualification and experience to provide with the 

fundamental scientific principles for work in a forensic laboratory. 

16. Training: 

Laboratory workers should be trained for principles of forensic science; training 

must include handling and preserving the integrity of physical evidences. Before 

casework is done specific  training within functional area should be provided. 

17. Communication:  

To fulfill the objectives of forensic laboratory, a healthy communication must be 

there between employers and the laboratory staff. Everyone should have 

understanding of policy and procedures adopted by the laboratory. 
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18. Response to public need: 

Forensic laboratory should be responsive to public input and consider the 

impact of actions and care priority to the public. 

19. Research:  

When resources permit, forensic laboratory should support the research in 

laboratory with various institutions and universities. 

20. Preservation of test results: 

It is one of the primary functions of the laboratory to preserve the evidence and 

the test result. It is usually in terms of work done at a crime scene or evidence 

collected from other items in the  laboratory. 

21. Confidentiality: 

"Right to privacy" is a fundamental right and privacy must be preserved during 

forensic case work. 

22. Honest and striving for objectivity:  

Forensic experts must be honest and strive to achieve their objective in their 

case work soaks to strengthen the judicial system. 

23. Misinterpretation of test results: 

Interpretation of result must be done by unbiased mind. Relations and money 

must not hinder the results. Interpretation of results must be free from any 

external influence. 

24. Manipulation of data:  

Any correct data related to any case should not be manipulated, since it helps 

criminals and offenders to grow without any punishment. 

25. The Profession: 

Forensic experts must be aware o new techniques and developments in the field 

which helps to solve critical cases in the laboratory. 

Duties of Forensic Scientist: 

1. Gathering Evidence 

2. Analyzing Evidence 

3. Collaboration with police parties 

4. Describing the findings 

1. Gathering Evidence:  

Foremost duty of the forensic scientist is to gather or collect evidence from the 

crime scene as now a day forensic experts are called to the crime scene to 
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collect potential evidences which are helpful in solving the case. It become the 

duty of forensic experts to collect, pack and transport the potential evidences to 

forensic science laboratory in best possible way so that these samples can be 

analyzed to get good results. 

2. Analyzing Evidence: 

After collection of evidence, these are sent to the forensic science laboratories 

for analysis. Different test such as colour test, chemical tests, microscopic 

examination and instrumental methods are applied to analyse the samples in 

order to get best possible results to identify the samples. 

3. Collaboration with police parties: 

To solve the crime, forensic experts have to work with police parties in order to 

get history and background of the case in progress. Most of the cases, it is the 

police that demands a certain type of analysis eg. Sometimes it is only required 

to know that a red sample sent for analysis is blood or not? In some case full 

detail of the sample is required whether the red sample is blood or not? If blood, 

then is it human or non-human? If human, then give its blood group and DNA 

profile. So the collaboration of forensic experts and police parties is very 

important for solving different cases. 

In many cases, there is a need of research to find out solutions for some 

unsolved crimes and to investigate and analyze the clue materials for which no 

specific technique is available. In such cases, collaboration of forensic experts 

and police personnel is essential. 

4. Describing the findings: 

As we all know that judges and jury is not always from science background, in 

such cases the forensic experts have to describe their findings in the court of 

law to convince the jury. Forensic experts have to justify their findings by 

providing literature from books and journals which strengthen their findings. 

Suggested questions: 

1. Define ethics? 

2.  What is the need of code of ethics in the field of Forensic Science? 

3. Explain different ethics to be followed by the forensic experts. 

4. How code of ethics helps to preserve the privacy of casework in Forensic   

    Science Laboratories? 
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CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION - I 

Overview: 

 Crime Scene Investigation  

 Purpose 

 Classification of physical evidence  

 By the general nature of the evidence 

 By the type of material 

 By the physical state of the evidence 

 By the type of crime 

 By the types of questions to be resolved 

 According to the way the evidence was produced, and  

 By appropriate laboratory approach                                                         

Crime Scene Investigation: 

Every crime scene is unique. At every scene the range of human activity is so 

diverse that almost anything present can become Physical evidence under one 

circumstance or the other. In any criminal, civil, or regulatory matter, there can 

be physical evidence, which, if recognized, properly handled, and proficiently 

interpreted, can contribute importantly to understand and solve a case.  

Purpose: 

In any crime case, the following three are very important: 

1) Suspect 

2) Victim  

3) Crime Scene 
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Main purpose of any forensic investigation is to provide useful information 

about linking the suspect and victim with each other and with the scene of 

crime through scientific analysis of physical evidence, which can be recovered 

from any of the above three sources. In almost every crime case, two of the 

above are known and the third (mostly suspected person) is missing. Scientific 

analysis of physical evidences recovered either from the crime scene or victim, 

not only helps in establishing a common origin of samples of evidence but also 

provides a number of different types of information about the crime. Before 

making an attempt to investigate a crime, one has to bear in his mind that 

every crime scene is unique and there is no single ‘right way’ to process crime 

scene. Therefore, each scene must be evaluated individually.  

A substantial part of the work in a forensic analysis consists of making 

comparisons between questioned and known samples. Depending upon the 

degree of individuality exhibited by the samples, various conclusions can be 

drawn about the association between the people and the physical evidence in 

the case. During the examination or comparison of questioned and known 

samples, the following three outcomes can be possible:  

 They match in all the properties used to compare them. 

 They do not match.  

 The sample provided is not sufficient to make a conclusive comparison. 

In case of the last situation, the scientist can compare only class 

characteristics, but the final conclusion can’t be reached. 

Comparisons, which demonstrate exclusions, can show that a prime suspect is 

innocent, that the investigation is proceeding along an unproductive path or that 

initial theories about what actually happened were wrong. In other cases, where 

comparison yields a match, the conclusions depend on the type of evidence 

involved. Fingerprints are uniquely individualizing if sufficient details are 

available. Bullets and cartridge casings can often be clearly related to a 

particular weapon, provided the weapon is also recovered from the scene. 

Physical matches can provide proof of common origin with many types of 

evidence. Tracks and imprints can often be attributed to the object that made 

them.  

It is generally not possible to demonstrate common origin with other kinds of 

evidences such as glass, blood, hairs, and fibers. It is, however, possible to indi-

cate the degree of individualization that has been shown by the comparison. In 

some cases, this indication is qualitative i.e. there is no way to evaluate 

numerically. For example, a bloodstain on a suspect's shirt is compared with 
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the blood of a victim, if the bloodstain is of human blood group ‘B’, the victim is 

also of group ‘B’, and the suspect is of blood group ‘0’, then the two specimens 

compare. It is not possible to make very strong statements about the common 

origin of the stain and the victim's blood, since approximately 27 percent of the 

population has group B. This finding alone would not, therefore, be very 

compelling evidence that the stain is indeed from the victim's blood. Suppose, 

however, we type the blood further for a number of other factors, such as Rh 

antigens, polymorphic, genetically determined enzymes such as PGM, ESD, EAP 

and AK, and still find that the victim's blood and the stain match, then it is 

proved to be of the victim.  

 

 

                        A Crime Scene showing various Types of Evidence. 

If we know the distribution of the blood groups in the given population, we 

might be able to say that the chances of finding this particular set of blood 

types are 1 in 10,000. Obviously, the chances of the bloodstain having come 

from the victim are now very much greater. The ability to actually do the 

calculations in the blood case made the conclusions more satisfying than those 

related with the hair case. It must be remembered, though, that for all we 

know, the hair comparison might be even more potentially individualizing. In 
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that type of case, we neither have procedures to derive the kind of objective 

data that were obtainable in the blood case; nor do we have the databases from 

which to compute the appropriate population distribution values.  

These kinds of considerations need to be kept in mind when evaluating 

associative physical evidence comparisons.  

In the present lesson emphasis will be laid on specific kinds of physical-

evidence its collection, packaging, and preservation at the scene of crime The 

relationship between evidence handling and analytical results will also be 

discussed in detail.  

If properly appreciated and utilized, forensic science can be a powerful and 

effective tool in the investigation and prosecution of criminal. Similarly, it can 

help to unravel the facts in any kind of case or situation involving physical 

evidence.  

CLASSIFICATION OF PHYSICAL EVIDENCE  

Classification Systems  

Physical evidence plays very important role in scientific investigation of crime 

and can be classified on the basis of several different perspectives. Some of the 

classifications are more practical than others. However, no single one is 

completely satisfactory because none can take all the different perspectives into 

account. The following seven different schemes for classification of physical 

evidence seem to be more realistic: 

(1) By general nature of the evidence 

(2) By the type of material 

(3) By the physical state of the evidence 

(4) By the type of crime 

(5) By the types of questions to be resolved 

(6) According to the way the evidence was produced, and  

(7) By the appropriate laboratory approach  

Each one is useful in offering a different conceptual perspective related to 
physical evidence, but some are more useful than others.   

1. Classification by General Nature of the Evidence:  

Evidence can be classified as physical, chemical, or biological (or perhaps as 

animal, vegetable, or mineral). In this scheme, a firearm, tool, tool mark, or 

cartridge case would be physical, whereas a drug sample would be chemical. 

Examples of Biological would include hair, marijuana, and bloodstains etc. 

Such a scheme is of limited value to an investigator, except that it might serve 
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to remind the person in charge of collection and preservation that any items in 

the biological category are perishable. Accordingly, precautions have to be taken 

during packaging and preservation. 

2. Classification by Type of Material: 

This classification system of evidence is based on the type of material of which 

it is composed, such as paint evidence, blood evidence, wood evidence, metallic 

evidence, glass evidence, plastic evidence, and paper evidence etc. This scheme 

is of limited utility because a fingerprint found on glass, e.g. is handled and 

examined essentially in the same manner as one found on any other nonporous 

surfaces like paint, polished metal, plastic or a glossy photograph. Similarly, in 

case of a tool marks found on metal would be examined and compared more or 

less in the same way as one found in some other material. In these cases, it is 

the way in which something has interacted with the material and produced the 

evidence is important. The nature of the material itself is not very significant. 

But some exceptions are worth mentioning. If the nature of the material 

undergoes alteration with the passage of time, proper precautions should be 

taken to preserve it, or at least to document. Examples include a bite marks in 

skin, footprint in snow, bite marks in perishable food, tool marks or evidence 

that might evaporate, such as petrol.  

Individualization of materials can be attempted on the basis of subtle 

differences present in their composition where it is necessary, almost similar 

laboratory methods are used for materials that have been grouped together in 

this classification scheme. Microscopic fragments of glass, for example, would 

be compared using the same techniques, regardless of the kind of object 

involved (bottle, window, headlight lamp). This classification scheme is generally 

not too useful, with the exceptions that have been noted.   

3. Classification by Physical State of the Evidence:  

Evidence, like other matter, can be classified as solid, liquid, or gas. The solid 

category would include most types of evidence encountered, including articles 

of firearms, glass, tools, clothing, and paper. Fewer items would be placed in 

the liquid or gas categories. Important liquid evidences would include liquid 

blood samples (either evidence samples or known controls) and accelerants 

collected in connection with the investigation of suspected arson. Gas samples 

may occur as evidence more often than one might think, but they are rarely 

recognized as such and even more rarely collected.  

Specific types of devices can be used to collect sample of gases and vapors at 

crime and fire scenes.  
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This classification scheme is not useful in any general way. However, it can 

serve important role to remind investigators about the necessity of having 

secure packaging for liquid samples so that they do not leak from their 

containers or evaporate. This simple precaution is often over looked in cases of 

volatile residues collected from fire scenes. Laboratory personnel are often 

required to test for accelerant samples. Chances of getting useful results from 

an analysis of such samples are remote.  

4. Classification by Type of Crime: 

 Another way of classifying physical evidence is by the type of crime from which 

it originates. Thus, for example, we would have evidence related with assaults, 

rape, homicide, burglary, and so on. This scheme has value in certain 

situations, but it should be appreciated that any particular type of physical 

evidence can occur in connection with the investigation of virtually any kind of 

crime. Different physical evidence types are not restricted to legally defined 

crime classifications. Bloodstain evidence for example, is frequently found in 

investigations of assault and homicide, but bloodstains can be recovered as 

important evidence at burglary and other property crime scenes, also. Similarly, 

semen evidence is frequently found in investigations of rape and other sex 

crimes, but other kinds of evidence that may not occur with the same regularity 

could be more important in a given case. Therefore, there is some correlation 

between the type of crime and the type of evidence, but it is not as perfect as it 

should be. Unexpected and unpredictable types of physical evidence could be 

the most crucial in a particular investigation, and could be overlooked by an 

investigator with preconceived notions about what to expect and what is likely 

to be significant. 

5. Classification by the Type of Question to be Resolved: 

In this scheme, evidence is classified according to whether it will be 
useful in the reconstructing an event, in proving an element of the crime, 
in linking a suspect to a victim or to a crime scene, in excluding or 
exonerating a suspect, or in corroborating or disproving an alibi. 
Similarly, evidence can be grouped according to whether its analysis will 
be used to provide investigative assistance and leads or as proof for 
eventual use in a court of law. These schemes are useful during the 
collection of evidence at a crime scene.  

6. Classification According to the Way Evidence Was Produced: 

 In this scheme, evidence is classified according to how it relates to the act 

under investigation. An important consideration here is the way the individuals 
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involved have interacted with their environment and with each other, and the 

type of evidence produced in these interactions. Physical evidence can be looked 

at as a type of recording medium. Accordingly, examination and interpretation 

of evidence allows the forensic scientist to offer an opinion as to what has taken 

place. Thus, physical evidence is an unintentional and somewhat imperfect 

record of the interactions of the victim and perpetrator, and the environment. 

Considering physical evidence in this way can be very useful and can yield large 

dividends in an investigation.  

 Within these general schemes, several subclasses of evidence can be 

distinguished.  

Position/Geometric In this category, the apparent movement or disturbance 

of objects is documented and interpreted for later use in reconstructing an 

event.  

Imprints and Indentations:  

Evidence in this category includes fingerprints, footprints, cloth prints, 

indentations from tools, (primer marks, breech face marks, pry marks); tire 

tracks, and bite marks. Class and individual characteristics of the device 

suspected of making the imprint or indentation are compared with the details of 

the mark made in the recording medium. This comparison is usually 

accomplished by first producing an exemplar mark in a suitable material at 

Forensic Science Laboratory. The evidence mark and the exemplar mark are 

then compared.  

Striations:  

 Striations are marks consisting of numerous, randomly spaced, parallel lines of 

varying length and width, which are produced when two surfaces come into 

sliding contact with each other. These marks result from a dynamic process as 

contrasting to the static process, which results in the production of imprints 

and indentations. Examples of striation mark evidence include land and groove 

markings on bullets, marks made by certain cutting tools (thread cutters, 

machine tools, wire cutters, bolt cutters, knives, and axes), die marks on wires 

from the drawing operation, and extrusion marks on certain plastic and metal 

articles.  

Striation marks can be produced in any situation where the surface of one 

object marks the surface of another because one of them is in motion relative to 

the other one. Certain kinds of marks made by prying tools, such as jimmies 

and screwdrivers, where the tool slips across the surface, fall in this category. 

Similarly some teeth marks/ bite marks, like those made in biting off a piece of 
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cheese or fruit, for example. Striation markings contain both class and 

individual characteristics. 

Tears, Breaks, and Cuts: 

This category of the evidence is often of the greatest interest for potential 

individualization. Here, one or more pieces or fragments of an article are 

compared with other articles from which they are thought to have originated. If 

a sufficient number of individual characteristics are present, it is possible to 

conclude that the items were one at an earlier time and, therefore, share a 

common origin. For example, a glass fragment could be associated with the 

particular window from which it was broken by fitting it into the area from 

which it originated. Physical fits of this kind can be simple with larger pieces, 

but they are possible at times with smaller fragments too. Such physical 

matches or jigsaw fits are applicable to a wide variety of other materials besides 

glass, including wood, cloth, metal, plastics, paper, and cordage etc. Some 

times, evidence such as paint chips can also fit into this category. If the chips 

recovered are big enough, it may be possible to fit them into position on the 

object from which they originated.  

Breaks and tears normally provide the largest number of details for potential 

individualization, but success is sometimes possible in cases of cut pieces as 

well. In some of these cases, the individualization potential depends less on the 

nature of the cut, broken, or torn surface than on various features on, or 

within, the body of the article. Examples of such features include writing, 

printing, designs, surface topography, grain structure, pigmentation patterns, 

and characteristic irregularities.  

Mutual Transfers of Matter:  

This type of evidence results from contact between two surfaces and 
involves the transfer of matter across the contact boundary. Very often, 
an automobile that scrapes against another will transfer paint to the 
other vehicle and acquire a paint smear in the process. Other evidence in 
this category includes dusts particles, pollens, clothing fibers, vegetation, 
hairs, soil, and small glass particles.  

It is reasonable to assume that a mutual transfer of matter always 
occurs when two surfaces come into contact, but the amount of material 
transferred in some circumstances may be too small to be of any 
practical significance. Thus, in some cases, the transfer may appear to 
be one-way rather than mutual, or no transfer in either direction may be 
apparent.  
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Deposits, Dispersals, and Residues:  

 This category includes transferred matter, but no contact is necessary between 

the surface on which the matter originated and the surface on which it is found. 

Examples of this type of evidence include fallen hairs, spattered blood, glass 

fragments, oil drippings, gunshot residues, explosive residues, and airborne 

particles. Such evidence may have both class and individual characteristics and 

may also be useful in reconstructions.   

Classification by the Appropriate Laboratory Approach: 

In this scheme, evidence is placed into categories according to whether it is 

simply to be identified, individualization is sought, or a reconstruction of the 

event is desired. Looked at in this way, evidence is examined and analyzed in a 

manner that is relevant to the investigation.  

Identification is dependent on the class characteristics. In some cases, only 

identification of a certain physical-evidence item is required. But individualiza-

tions and reconstructions may become necessary in other cases to prove the 

charge of possession of a controlled substance. Here, the laboratory is used 

merely to establish an element of the crime. A similar situation is seen in some 

rape investigations, where the element of penetration is established by dem-

onstrating that seminal fluid was present in the vagina of the victim. In other 

rape investigations, other types of evidence may be found (hairs, fibers, soil), 

and more analyses may be done on the body-fluid evidence.  

The identification is based on a certain combination of class characteristics. 

Samples possessing this combination of properties can be placed in a category 

with other similar objects or materials, and assigned a name. It is this process 

of categorizing and naming materials and objects on the basis of common class 

characteristics that constitutes identification. Criteria for the identification of 

physical evidence include morphological, physical, and chemical properties, 

some of which are indicated in Table-1 

TABLE-1 

Properties of Evidences (Class and Individual Characteristics) 

Chemical properties Chemical composition, pH  

Reactivity toward known chemical reagents Solubility  

Miscellaneous physical features and patterns Markings  

In homogeneities and inclusions Morphology  

Size  
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Texture  

Physical properties (nonoptical) Hardness  

Density (mass per unit volume) Surface tension (liquids) Viscosity (liquids and 

gases) Thermal conductivity  

Dielectric constant  

Electrical conductivity  

Transition temperatures for changes of state Melting point (freezing point)  

Boiling point  

Radioactivity  

Properties based on interactions with electromagnetic radiation  

Absorption of electromagnetic energy Opaque vs. transparent Reflectance  

Variation with wavelength Color  

Absorption spectra (spectrophotometry)  

Emission of electromagnetic radiation Photoluminescence (excitation with short 

wavelengths followed by reemission of longer wavelengths) Fluorescence 

(immediate reemission)  

UV fluorescence  

Infrared luminescence  

Phosphorescence (delayed reemission)  

Fluorescence spectra (spectro-photofluorometry) Refractive index  

Dispersion (changes of refractive index with wavelength) Birefringence  

Optical rotation  

Turbidity (scattering of light)  

Note: Some of the commonly used properties in characterizing and comparing 

physical evidence; others are seldom used.  

Taken individually, most of these represent class characteristics. However, 

combinations can provide information useful in approaching individualization. 

This list is not complete.  

Individualization is characteristically attempted with physical evidence like 

fingerprints, broken glass, tool marks, and markings on bullets etc. It may also 

be possible with broken glass, fingerprints, tool marks, bullets, and direct phys-

ical comparisons and physical matches (jigsaw fits). These techniques can yield 

persuasive individualizations under favorable circumstances. With other kinds 

of evidence, true individualization some time may not be possible. In these 
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cases, it is possible only to approach individualization. A number of different 

criteria are used to characterize the evidence to the greatest extent possible. In 

some ways, this approach can be looked upon as an extension of identification, 

and many of the properties shown in Table-1 may be used. In addition, other 

comparative techniques may be applied in evaluating the likelihood of common 

origin. 

Reconstruction would normally be sought in cases involving bloodstains or blood 

spatter patterns, gunshot residue patterns, shotgun pellet patterns, and 

relatively large fragments of broken glass. These are only some of the more 

obvious examples. Other evidence can also play major role in reconstruction. 

For example, a bullet hole through a thin layer of material would probably not 

provide adequate information about the bullet's trajectory. However, such a 

hole through a thicker substance, or a series of holes through two or more 

successive surfaces, could be used to define an accurate trajectory. Similarly, 

relationships among several items of physical evidence can be useful in 

reconstruction. 

Workable Classifications: 

It is evident from the ongoing discussion that all the classification 
schemes here have some value, but it is the nature of physical evidence 
that it does not fit neatly into anyone scheme under every circumstance 
or in every light. Thinking about evidence in all these various ways is 
helpful in gaining insight into, and an understanding of, physical 
evidence and its utilization. The last two classification schemes are 
probably the most useful.  

Suggested Questions: 

 What conclusions can be drawn when questioned samples are compared 
with known samples. 

 Discuss the different ways of classifying physical evidence?  

 Which are the most useful ways of classifying physical evidence and 
why? 

 Discuss sub-classes of evidences. 

 How indentations are different then striations? 

 How physical matches/ jigsaw fits are useful in the investigation of 
crime?  

 What degree of individualization can be obtained with the different types 
of physical evidence? 

 Discuss forensically important properties of evidences?  
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 How can comparisons between questioned and known samples that lead 
to exclusions be used in investigations? 

 What kind of information about criminal acts and crimes can forensic 
science help to reveal? 
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CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION - II 

Overview:                                                   

STAGES IN PHYSICAL-EVIDENCE ANALYSIS  

The initial stages in physical-evidence analysis include activities that take place 

at the crime scene, as it is the meeting place of the persons involved and 

exchange of traces takes place there. The process used by forensic scientists in 

their work can be divided into a series of stages:  

(1) Protection of crime scene 

(2) Recognition of evidence  

(3) Searching of evidence  

(4) Documentation of crime scene and evidence 

(5) Collection of Evidence 

(6) Marking of Evidence 

(7) Packaging of Evidence 

(8) Analysis of Evidence 

(9) Interpretation of results and  

(10)  Reporting of results and expert testimony.  

Each of these stages is important. The actions taken at the earlier stages 

determine the quality of the final outcome. Discussion of these various stages 

also points up some of the major differences between any traditional science 

and forensic science.  

Protection of Crime Scene:  

As soon as the information reaches the police station, the police have to 
perform two most important duties: first, sending the police staff to the crime 
scene and protect it at the earliest so that access to it is strictly limited and 
second, informing senior officers (including the Forensic science staff) about 
the crime. Certain problems, however, remain and serious mistakes are 
commonly made. Such mistakes are most often irreversible and can 
compromise or thwart an investigation, jeopardize a prosecution, or effectively 
deny a defendant due process. Of course, perfection in this or any other human 
endeavor is never achieved. However, investigators must learn from their 
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mistakes and strive for continuous improvement.  

All unauthorized personnel should be excluded from the scene after it has been 
secured. This is a common sense but essential rule that is often ignored or 
sidestepped in practice. The scene can be considered secured when it has been 
ascertained that suspects (armed or otherwise), witnesses, and living victims 
have been removed, and an adequate staff has been deployed to safeguard it. It 
is clear that the search far a dangerous suspect or the securing of medical 
attention for a wounded victim must take precedence over physical evidence 
concerns for the moment. However, such activities should not be carried out 
with careless abandon and complete disregard for physical evidence. In fact, 
these activities should be carefully monitored and recorded by the first 
responding officer or other responsible individuals. Seemingly insignificant 
details such as initial positions of doors, windows, and light switches and any 
subsequent alterations of these should be noted and documented carefully.  

There is normally no need to remove a body until after the scene has been 
completely processed and thoroughly documented. In fact, it is preferable that 
the body be left undisturbed throughout the entire scene investigation even 
though the medical examiner or coroner may be in a hurry to remove it. Crucial 
evidence on the body or information regarding its relation to the scene may be 
lost if it is removed hastily. Of course, if there is any chance that the victim is 
still alive, first aid and/or an examination by a physician or other qualified 
medical professional is certainly necessary and should be arranged for as soon 
as possible 

Those admitted to the scene after it has been secured should only be persons 
who are capable of making a contribution to the physical evidence aspects of 
the investigation and whose presence is actually necessary. This means that 
the simply curious among the detectives and police "brass" should be excluded 
as well as the members of the public and the press. This may be difficult at 
times. Such exclusion is more readily accomplished in departments where 
there is a clearly enunciated policy, which is regularly enforced. If the 
department's policy is unclear or ignored, it may be embarrassing for the officer 
in charge of the scene to exclude higher-ranking individuals or influential 
politicians. However, even in this case some fairly effective tactics can be 
adopted and utilized. These tactics will serve dual purposes.  

The first duty is merely to discourage entry by nonessential personnel rather 
than risk confrontation in attempting to prohibit it. This eases the burden on 
the officer in charge.  

The second purpose is to minimize the damage caused by the entry of crucial 
officials. The following tactics used singly or in combination will be found to be 
useful in controlling access to the scene. Personnel may be admitted only if 
they agree to sign in and out on a log sheet kept by the investigation officer. In 
addition, each individual may be given a form to take along into the scene upon 
which to record details of his activities within the scene. Blanks or spaces to be 
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filled in should deal with the path taken and any objects touched or handled. 
The act of carrying the form and filling it out fosters an awareness of proper 
crime-scene procedure and serves as a constant reminder to make these 
individuals more careful while they are in the scene area.  

At the end of the investigation, the first responder's report should account for 

all the forms issued and those returned. Such records can prove very valuable 

later when questions concerning scene integrity arise. Knowledge of these 

documentation requirements also makes a person think twice about requesting 

permission to enter.  

Another condition for nonessential admission can also be used. Each individual 

entering can be requested to supply a set of "elimination” prints prior to being 

admitted. This has the direct value of allowing the convenient on-the-scene 

comparison of any latent discovery with the prints of those at the scene so that 

time is not needlessly spent on the documentation, collection, and preservation 

of extraneous fingerprints. More important, it is similar to the above-cited 

tactics in serving as a deterrent to capricious and frivolous entry to the scene.  

In summary, the accountability aspect and the time required to keep records 

and produce the elimination set of prints create a reluctance to submit to the 

procedures unless the motivation is very strong. It should also be noted that the 

messy fingerprint ink itself serves as deterrent.  

Many individuals have what is apparently an almost irresistible urge to clean 

up a disorderly residence or office where the crime has been committed. It is 

very common to find housewives, maids or secretaries cleaning up a crime 

scene when the police arrive. This, of course, cannot be allowed to continue. At 

this point, it is important for the first officer to document what has been done 

and elicit as much information as possible about the conditions existing prior to 

the cleanup, in addition to putting an end to the cleanup and rearranging.  

Under no circumstances should a suspect be led back to or be allowed to enter 

the scene. If this were to happen, it would compromise all evidence that might 

be developed later to attempt to associate the suspect with the scene and could 

also be used to great advantage by a knowledgeable defense attorney. Such an 

admonition would seem to be unnecessary, but cases where a suspect is 

apprehended at some remote location and then led back to the scene for 

questioning are also not uncommon.  

In a number of cases, the laboratory results may prove' inconclusive ' and the 

care exercised in protecting the crime scene may seem to have been wasted. It 

should be remembered that, at present, the field is not sufficiently developed to 

allow a definitive solution in every case or perhaps even a majority of cases. 
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However, recognition of this fact should not make the investigator less 

meticulous and vigilant. Care and thoroughness will payoff in a worthwhile 

number of cases. It should also be remembered that the exclusion of a 

particular suspect, although it may sometimes complicate the investigation, is 

also a useful result.  

In some countries, the first responder's responsibilities end once the 

investigators arrive and assume control of the scene. The presence of the first 

responder at the scene during the entire investigation adds continuity.  

It is always wise to assume that everything is significant and protect the scene 

accordingly. There are many cases in which seemingly unimportant evidence 

gains importance as the investigation proceeds. It is very unfortunate if such 

evidence is destroyed or neglected before its importance is recognized.  

Recognition of Evidence: 

As soon as the scientific staff reach at the scene, their most important 
duty is to observe and recognize the evidences present at the scene.  
Recognition of evidence is not as easy a job as might be supposed. It is, 
in fact, one of the complex and difficult tasks for which no one set of 
rules, no single approach or procedure to enable scientist to recognize 
evidence. This ability develops only with training and experience.  

‘Remember you only have one chance of properly examining a crime scene’. 

The crime-scene investigator must be able to differentiate the relevant and 

significant evidence from irrelevant and insignificant articles that may be 

present. Since every case is different and unique, what is insignificant in one 

case may prove to be crucial in another. This places difficult demands on the 

investigator. To be successful requires experience at crime/protected scenes, 

knowledge of what can be done in the laboratory, and an imaginative approach. 

It is also necessary that careful observations and adequate time be devoted to 

this task. As long as proper precautions regarding possible perishable evidence 

are being observed, the job should not be rushed. The investigator should take 

his or her time and think.  

For evidence to be recognized as being significant, its relationship to the act 

under investigation must be understood. Mental reconstructions greatly facilitate 

recognition of such relationships.  

Recognition of evidence extends into the laboratory investigation. Good 

communication between field investigators and laboratory investigators may 

result in important evidence being recognized articles collected and submitted 

to the laboratory. A scientist knowledgeable about details of a case can be far 
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more effective than acting solely in response to a routine request for analysis. If 

the right questions are posed to the laboratory investigator, the most useful 

answers will be forthcoming. Comprehensive documentation techniques are 

most effective in helping to communicate details of a case to the scientist who is 

unable to be at the crime scene.  

Documentation of Crime Scene and Physical Evidences:  

Documentation is important from two points of view in forensic science:  

 The legal point of view  

 The scientific point of view 

Nothing should ever be altered until its original condition, position; their 

relation to the scene and other objects have carefully been noted and 

documented with sufficient details. Several different means of documentation 

are available, no single one of which is the best. Each has unique attributes to 

offer. Generally, the use of more than one method is necessary; and it may be 

desirable to employ all of them in certain circumstances, because they are 

complementary. Every major case scene, and the associated evidence, should 

be thoroughly documented, even if a suspect is in custody and has confessed. 

In these situations, investigators sometimes assume that the case is solved and 

conclude that only cursory documentation is needed. During the initial stages 

of an investigation, there is no such thing as an "open-and-shut case." If 

incorrect decisions are made at this point, there probably will not be another 

opportunity to rectify them. Cases in which there is no question about the 

suspect's identity can become the most difficult to solve, and detailed 

reconstructions are often crucial for satisfactory resolution. These 

reconstructions are impossible without proper documentation. 

A successful investigator is more than a mere recorder and observer. An 

investigator must also be an interpreter-one who knows what less-obvious 

evidence to seek out, based on what has already been observed, and who 

anticipates questions that may arise and require resolution later on.                      

To be successful, it is helpful to develop a hypothesis (an educated guess) that 

explains what has taken place, so that facts tending to support or refute it can 

be noted and documented properly. A working hypothesis allows order to be 

made out of chaos and evidence to be recognized among the numerous 

unrelated articles at a scene.  

The evidence must be critically evaluated however. With the addition of new 

observations, it becomes necessary to reevaluate and modify the working 

hypothesis. Still further modification may be necessary in the days that follow 
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the scene investigation to produce a suitable theory. The formulation of this 

theory may not be possible unless the scene and the evidence have been 

thoroughly and properly documented. Among the methods available for 

documentation are  

 Notes,  

 Sketches,  

 Photography 

 Audio and video recording.  

Notes:  

Written notes are indispensable in any investigation, even when other means of 

recording are used. Written notes constitute the core of crime-scene and 

physical-evidence documentation techniques. Notes should be made in ink in a 

bound notebook, rather than on loose-leaf paper. The pages should be 

consecutively numbered in advance in case any subsequent allegations are made 

about pages having been removed or destroyed. Errors made during note taking 

should be corrected by drawing a line through them, rather than by obliteration 

or the removal of pages. All the entries should be made in strict chronological 

order, and no blank spaces should be left to allow for out-of-sequence entries. 

Notes should contain additional documentation concerning collection, 

packaging, and labeling of any evidence collected. They should also include a 

record of the relevant data about any photographs taken, such as photographic 

conditions, date, time, frame number, subject matter, location, and so forth. 

This information can be very important for successive interpretation of the 

photographs. In most of the investigations, it is the written notes that tie 

together the other forms of documentation.  

Sketches:  

The spatial relationships of objects present at the crime scenes are best docu-

mented by making sketches, with all significant dimensions (including distance 

between the items of evidence and with the fixed objects) accurately recorded on 

the sketch. The sketch itself does not need to be accurately drawn, as long as it 

contains enough information to allow an accurate rendition to be reproduced at 

a later time i.e. inter evidence relations and relation with the scene should be clearly 

visible.  

Taking photographs at a crime scene does not alleviate the need to make sketches. 

Photographs are excellent for recording large amounts of fine details, but they often 

produce a false sense of perspective and do not normally allow accurate dimensions 

and spatial relationships to be determined. Recovery of this information might be 
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possible if photogrammetric techniques were used at crime scenes. Photogrammetry 

has long been used in map making, but has not yet been applied to any great extent in 

crime-scene work. Another advantage of sketches is that, unlike photographs, they 

allow the most significant objects and details to be emphasized. The information 

recorded in sketches and photographs is complementary (Figure- a, b).  

Making sketches at a scene has another, often unrealized, advantage. The 

process of making the sketch focuses the person's powers of observation, and 

details might thus be recognized that would escape notice if an investigator 

were just "looking around." The disciplined observation fostered by making a 

sketch is one of the greatest attributes of this method. The following points 

should be kept in mind while preparing sketch: 

 The sketch should be prepared on the spot, not in the office or residence. 

 The distance should be measured accurately between the items of 
evidence and the fixed objects. 

 The direction should be clearly indicated on the top of each sketch. If 
required, a compass may be used to find out the direction. 

 Superfluous materials should not be introduced; instead symbols, 
letters, digit or legends should be used to avoid crowding. 

 The following conventional symbols can be used in routine : 

 

Manuals on crime-scene investigation offer valuable hints on, and suggest 

different methods of, producing sketches. Investigators should be familiar with 

a variety of sketching methods, but the particular method is less important 

than diligence, attention to detail, and investigative outlook. Three-dimensional 

or cross-projection sketches are generally the most useful for depicting interior 

crime scenes, but they are not always necessary.  
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Photography:  

The importance of crime scene photography is recognized by almost everyone, 

and it is surprising to observe that photography is underutilized or misused at 

many scenes. Poor or inadequate photographs are taken with great regularity, 

even when adequate equipment is readily available.  

Photography is a superb means of documenting a vast amount of intricate 

details, but, as noted above, it should be used to complement rather than 

supplant other documentation techniques.  

 

Figure- a, b showing that the information recorded in Photograph and sketch is 

complementary to each other. 
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The presence of experienced crime scene photographer during important 

investigation is of great advantage and he should ensure that 

 Overall photos of the scene are taken to show the approach to the area, 
street signs, and street light locations in relation to the actual scene, 
street addresses and identifying fixed objects at the scene. Pictures 
should also be taken of every room in the house, even if their 
relationship to the crime scene is not readily apparent. 

 Photograph the scene in a clockwise pattern before altering the location 
and position of body and other evidences present at the scene. 
Photograph the scene in such a way that every smaller object present at 
any corner of the scene should be covered because some times some of 
the objects seem to be unimportant at the time of investigation but 
become important as the investigation proceeds further. 

  Photograph the body and the immediate vicinity around the body. If you 
have a camera boom, take pictures from ceiling height down of the victim 
and any other evidence. This perspective often shows things which can 
be missed when viewed from ground or eye level.  

 Close-ups can then be used to record the details of specific items of 
evidence. Such photographs should always contain a scale or, preferably, 
two scales at right angles to one another. Lighting is very important in 
crime-scene and evidence photography.   

 In certain circumstances, there is an advantage in taking several shots of 
a single object under different lighting-conditions.  

 Keep a photo log.  

 When photographing the exterior of an indoor scene or an exterior scene, 
one must take photos of the spectators who are standing around and 
watching the activities. Many times the perpetrator return to scene to 
observe the actions of the police or fire personnel. This seems to be 
especially true in arson cases. Additionally, photos may help identify 
reluctant witnesses who can be identified and interviewed at a later time. 

A camera (35-mm) can be used for overall shots of the scene and for close-ups 

of particular items. The details of a pattern must be recorded for future 

comparison and individualization purposes; a sheet-film camera (particularly a 

view camera) with fine-grain film can be a wiser choice, although a 35-mm can 

often do the job. One should not fail to record such a pattern because a larger-

format camera was not available.  

Different types of lighting also play an important role. Additional attention must 

be paid to the necessary trade-offs among depth of field, lens opening, shutter 

speed, film speed, and grain size etc. When color film is being used, the color 

temperature, or color balance, of the light source must be well thought-out.  
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When difficult photographic situations are encountered and it is important to 

know whether a useful result has been obtained or not, an instant camera is 

useful. Polaroid Corporation markets camera systems for use at crime scenes 

and in the laboratory.  

Audio and Video Recording:  

At crime scenes, audio and video-recording methods are less frequently used 

than other documentation techniques. These newer methods should be used 

more often, as adjuncts to notes, sketches, and photography, but not as 

substitutes for them.  

A large number of details can be documented by audio recording without 

diverting attention from the observational task. This is the most valuable 

advantage at a scene where it is necessary to record lots of detail of varying or 

unknown importance. In addition, one or both hands can be left free to make 

measurements, notes, or sketches, or to take photographs. Perhaps the biggest 

drawback of this method of crime-scene documentation is a psychological one. 

Most of the people are simply not comfortable talking into a tape recorder, 

especially if other people are within hearing range at the scene. But if this kind 

of shyness is overcome, audio recording can be used to great advantage. Soon 

after leaving a crime scene, the audio notes should be transcribed into written 

form and integrated with written notes to produce a new set of written notes, 

which focus on the relevant details. Earlier notes and the tape should be kept 

until the case has been closed. Some details, which do not seem relevant at the 

time they are documented, might become important as the investigation 

proceeds further.  

Inexpensive, portable video recorders and cameras have become easily available 

during the past decade. This equipment can be particularly useful at a crime 

scene, but it should be realized at the outset that the picture quality of these 

systems couldn’t compete with that of conventional photographic methods. 

Video methods are not a substitute for photography.  

The major advantage of video documentation is that it is the best way to 

produce overall record of the scene and the investigation. This record can also 

include a running narrative on the sound track as an additional aid. The 

videotape record can also document very effectively the evidence collection 

process, as well as the sequence and location of each still photograph taken. A 

good video record allows a subsequent viewer, who was not at the scene, to get 

the "lay of the land" and to understand the relationships of various pieces of 

evidence to the scene and to the act being investigated. It can be particularly 
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valuable in communicating details of the case to laboratory examiners as well. A 

laboratory scientist cannot be expected to examine the evidence to best 

advantage in the absence of detailed case information. If an examiner cannot go 

to a scene, the videotape method is one of the best means of bridging this gap.  

Suggested Question: 

 What are the stages in physical evidence analysis?  

 How does one recognize physical evidence at a crime scene?  

 What is documentation of physical evidence at a crime scene, and why it 
is important?  

 Discuss various means of documentation of crime scene? 

 Which is better means of documentation among photography and audio 
&video recording and why?  

 Name the best way of documenting physical evidence.  

 Is one method of documenting physical evidence better than all the 
others? 

 What are the main advantages of the different methods for documenting 
physical evidence?   
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   FUNDAMENTALS OF CRIMINALISTICS AND CSI 

 

LESSON NO. 2.7    UNIT-D  AUTHOR : DR. MUKESH KUMAR THAKAR        

 

CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION - III 

Overview: 

Stages in physical-evidence analysis (Contd…) 

 Search for evidences 

 Documentation of crime scene and evidence 

 Collection of Evidence 

 Marking of Evidence 

 Packaging of Evidence 

 Analysis of Evidence 

 Interpretation of results  

 Reporting of results and expert testimony. 

STAGES IN PHYSICAL-EVIDENCE ANALYSIS 

Search of Evidences: 

Chances are always there that some of the evidence could not be recognized in 

earlier phase. But the mental reconstruction made during this phase may 

suggest that certain items are missing and should be sought. Weapons, tools, 

and expended cartridge cases are obvious examples of evidence that might fall 

into this category. Others would include broken fragments of potential value in 

physical matches. A search for these suggests itself when an object thought to 

have been involved in an event under investigation exhibits a freshly fractured 

surface and the missing piece is not at hand. Searches may also be prompted 

by information obtained from preliminary reports from the medical examiner 

and from witnesses. Timely investigative aid from the criminalistics laboratory 

may also be helpful in this regard.  

When knowledge of the case and reconstruction has suggested particular things 

to be looked for, searchers should know what they are looking for. It would 

certainly not be good to complete an extensive search and then think of 

something else to seek. This would be a waste of time and worker resources, 

and worse, the desired evidence might be destroyed in the process. The 
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auxiliary searchers should be carefully instructed as to what not to do as well 

as how to proceed.  

Large-scale search operations are normally done only as a last resort after 

careful selective searches of key areas have been carried out by a small number 

of knowledgeable and skilled personnel.  

The use of appropriate search patterns can be of great support in searching 

evidences at the crime scene thoroughly. Several different search patterns have 

been recommended some of which include spiral, grid, strip, and quadrant or 

zone patterns Fiq-1-4. The nature of the crime scene must be considered in 

choosing one of these methods. The decision as to which particular method to 

follow is less critical than the manner in which the search is conducted. It 

should be executed in a logical, systematic, and methodical fashion. In general, 

the spiral, grid, and strip methods are used for outdoor scenes. In other 

outdoor scenes the search may be conducted along a path, streambed, or road. 

In a large indoor area such as, a factory, it may not be practical to search the 

entire premises. Instead, attention should be focused on points of entry and exit 

and target areas (for example, a safe or vault) within the building. The probable 

paths taken and vehicle used by the criminals between these areas should also 

be checked. The decision concerning the most appropriate method to employ is 

left to the investigator. For example scenes of suspected arson are somewhat 

like other indoor crime scenes, especially if breaking and entering were 

involved. They have the added complexities of fire damage and the need to 

search for a cause and origin. Specific points concerning tracing fire patterns to 

their origins and the search for accelerants and incendiary devices become 

important to be searched. 

The searching of suspects for useful physical evidence is normally not a difficult 

task. The clothing is taken, marked for identification, and packaged separately. 

The individual should be checked for wounds and marks, and if any are found, 

they should be properly documented. Suspects in sex crimes should be 

examined for trace evidence, which might indicate contact with the victim. The 

search should be conducted for the collection of hairs and fibers.  
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                                   Fiq-1   Strip Method    

 

 

                            Fiq-2      Grid Method 
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                     Fiq-3   Quadrant or Zone Method   
      

                  

                         Fiq-4   Spiral Method 
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Once the investigators have completed their examination and the body has been 

removed, the investigators should take time to systematically check the 

remainder of the house, business, vehicle or location and carefully note items of 

evidence or conditions, which may shed any additional light on the 

investigation. These can include: 

1. Doors-are they locked or bolted (from the inside or outside), are there 
marks of forced entry, does the doorbell work, is there a doorknocker, are 
there scratches around the keyhole, etc. 

2. Windows- what type, are they locked or unlocked, open or broken, note 
the type and position of curtains, drapes or blinds. 

3. Newspapers and mail, is the mail unopened or read or unread, check the 
postmarks on envelopes and the dates of newspapers. 

4. Lights - which were on when the crime was discovered; whether timers 
control them; motion sensors or switches? Can they be seen from the 
outside? Are the bulbs broken or unscrewed? 

5. Smells- Did you or did the first responding officer notice the smell of gas, 
tobacco, alcohol, perfume, gunpowder or anything else unusual. 

6. Kitchens was food being prepared, if so, what kind (it may or may not 
correspond with the victims stomach contents)? Is there food that was 
partially eaten, utensils, glasses or plates? Is the stove warm or still on 
or Are there signs of attempts to burn or wash away evidence. Are there 
signs of clean up attempts? 

7. Heating/Air Conditioners, what type is it, is it vented or unvented 
(carbon monoxide can kill). What is the thermostat setting? 

8. Are there signs of a party, such as empty bottles (note the labels, brands, 
types of liquor, etc.) are there cups, glasses and what is their contents, 
how many are there, is lipstick on any of them, how many places are set 
at the table. 

9. Note contents of ashtrays, cigarette packs and butts, brands, the way in 
which the cigarettes were extinguished, is there any tooth marks or 
lipstick on them. Remember, DNA is easily obtained from the butts, 
preserve them properly. 

10. Contents of wastebaskets and trashcans, has anyone been going through 
them looking for anything, is the trash in proper order (dates on 
newspapers, letters, etc.). 

11. Clocks and watches- are they wind-up or electric. Are they running, do 
they show the right time, what time are alarm clocks set for. Check 
timers on VCR's, microwave ovens, etc. 

12. Bathrooms and vanities, towels, rags etc. damp to touch or dry. Are they 
bloodstained? Check for signs that the suspect cleaned up afterwards or 
was injured and bled at the scene. Is the toilet seat and lid left up? In a 
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woman’s house, this could be a piece of important information. Check 
medicine cabinets for drugs; check the tanks of toilets, that is a great 
place to hide things. 

13. General disorder, is there evidence of a struggle, is the place just dirty, 
etc. 

14. Shootings: how many bullets were fired, account for all of them if 
possible, find cartridge cases (number and location found) if there are 
any bullet holes (number and location), was the weapon left at the scene. 
There may be expended cartridge casings found lying on the floor, rug or 
on furniture. It is recommended to mark these items, after 
photographing them first, with numbered markers to prevent their being 
moved, altered or damaged. If necessary, they may be protected by 
placing water glasses over them. 

15. Stabbing and beatings was the instrument left at the scene, could it have 
come from that location or was it brought to the scene by the suspect. 

16. Blood: document the location, degree of coagulation, type (spots, stains, 
spatters, pooling, etc.). Sketch and photograph the bloodstains. 
Remember, when body fluid begins to decompose, it will discharge a 
reddish brown fluid which resembles blood, when describing this, be 
objective, call it what it is, a reddish brown fluid. Blood spatter analysis 
may be used to reconstruct violent crimes. Carefully photograph all blood 
patterns using scales. DO NOT cover up patterns with the scales if 
possible. Remember, always look up, cast-off spatter will probably be on 
the ceiling. 

17. Hangings and strangulation what instrument or means was used, was it 
obtained in the house or brought to the scene, are there any portions 
remaining. If a autoerotic death is suspected, look for signs of prior 
activities such as rope marks on doorframes or rafters. Be prepared for 
scene re-arranging by ashamed family members. Remember; do not cut 
the victim down if he/she is obviously dead until all aspects of the 
investigation have been covered. Never cut through the knot and always 
use a piece of string tied to each end of the cut to re-connect the circle. 

18. Look at stairs, hallways, entries and exits to the scene, check for 
footprints, debris, discarded items and fingerprints. Attempt to determine 
the route used to enter and exit the scene by the suspect and avoid 
contaminating it. 

19. Look for presence of items that do not belong there. Many suspects, in 
the heat of the moment, will leave items of great evidential value; so don't 
overlook this possibility.  

20. Are there signs of ransacking, if any, to what degree? Was anything 
taken? Relatives and friends can assist in making this determination. 
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21. Look for hiding places for weapons which the suspect may have had to 
conceal quickly. Check behind stoves, on top of tall furniture, behind 
books, among bedclothes, under the mattress, on the roof.  

Collection of Evidence: 

Diverse kinds of evidence are handled differently; several points are well worth 

keeping in mind under every circumstance.  

 There is no one set of procedures for any kind of evidence collection that 
is applicable to every case, but the approach in a particular case is 
ultimately based on the circumstances of that particular case.  

 The relationship of an item of evidence to the scene and other evidences 
is often essential; so articles should not be touched, moved, tampered 
with, or collected and packed until the scene has been fully documented 
by photographs, sketches, and notes.  

 Commonsense precautions are very important while collecting evidences; 
e.g. the evidences present at different sites should be collected 
separately. Certain specific types of evidences require specialized 
collection methods, e.g. trace evidence; physiological stains and imprints 
are not collected in the same way.  

 With certain types of evidence, consideration needs to be given to collect 
control (known or blank) samples from very close to site from where the 
evidence has been collected. Controls can be particularly important with 
respect to fire investigation, trace evidence, blood and body-fluid stains, 
and questioned documents.  

Marking OF Evidence: 

After collection, the evidential material are required to be packed, and before 

they are packed, the marking of evidence become necessary to assure its 

unambiguous identification later on. In certain cases, it is difficult to decide 

how best to mark a particular item. Knowledge and experience of the 

investigator plays an important role. Some consideration must be given to the 

way in which the evidence is relevant to the investigation and how it will be 

examined in the laboratory before a decision is made concerning how and where 

it should be marked. If the marking process obliterates areas containing marks 

or other important information, the evidence may be rendered valueless. 

Guidelines can be offered for dealing with commonly encountered evidence 

types, but nothing can substitute for forensic science knowledge and experience 

in non-routine situations.  

The decision regarding proper marking is generally easier when relatively large 

items of evidence are encountered. With small items, which present no clearly 

unimportant or noncritical sites, the decision might be made not to mark them 
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at all. If it is decided that such an object cannot be marked, an identifying 

sketch or photograph depicting unique features should be made so that the 

object can be recognized later. In other cases there may be available space, but 

it may be limited that it is not possible to include much information. Perhaps 

only the investigator's initials and a single digit number can be accommodated. 

In this case it is particularly important to have the marking process and any 

code used thoroughly documented in the notebook. With very small items such 

as trace evidence, it is obviously impossible to mark the evidence itself. Here 

only the packaging can be marked.  

Garments can usually be marked by securely affixing a tag or label to them or 

by writing in indelible pen on some inside surface such as the pockets, 

waistbands, and linings. These surfaces are often not dyed and offer good 

contrast to dark inks. Care must be exercised so that bullet holes, cuts, and 

stains are not disturbed. Many other relatively large items of evidence can be 

handled in a similar fashion. In addition to the markings applied to the 

evidence to identify it so that it can be recognized later, other markings may 

also be necessary. Thus, in some cases markings that indicate the orientation 

of articles of evidence as found may also be included. This is particularly true of 

pieces of window glass remaining in a frame.  

Packaging: 

The collected evidences have to be packed securely to protect and preserve its 

integrity. In any case, evidence should not be allowed to escape from the 

container or be exposed to the risk of contamination from the outside. General 

packaging must be robust enough to allow the evidence to survive the rigors of 

transportation. However, the exact type of packaging will depend on the nature 

of the evidence. Volatile evidence such, as accelerant residues collected from 

the scene of a suspected arson case must be hermetically sealed so that they 

should not evaporate and become lost. Suitable containers and collection 

methods for volatile residues are must. Different items of evidence should not 

be lumped together in a common package as this would allow the transfer of 

evidence to take place between items from different sources. Similarly, folding of 

clothing could allow the transfer of evidence from one part of a garment to 

another. This could compromise the value of the evidence in certain reconstruc-

tions. So, the items of evidence collected from different sites should be packed 

separately.  

Wet bloodstains or any other body fluid stains are also subject to deterioration 

from microbial action and necessary to retain bloodstain pattern on the 

garments, Due to this reason-bloodstained garment should be dried first (not in 
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direct sunlight, but only in indirect light) properly and then sealed in airtight 

containers such as plastic bags. As the stains that appear dry may some time 

contain enough moisture to allow putrefaction to take place? Paper bags and 

wrappings are a much wiser choice for this type of evidence. The paper will 

retain trace evidence but is porous and can "breathe" allowing water vapor to 

escape. 

Transportation:  

After secure packaging of evidence, two major considerations are important in 

the transportation of evidence. The evidence must be packaged and transported 

in such a way that fragile items are not damaged. Handling during transit is 

important, but equally important is adequately secure packaging with proper 

mounting and cushioning of items where necessary. Thus, when evidence is 

being packaged some thought should be given to the way in which it will be 

transported to the laboratory.  

The second major consideration is time. The investigator must think about the 

nature of the evidence and the time involved in getting it to the laboratory. 

Perishable items such as wet or moist physiological stains must be given special 

consideration to avoid deterioration and the loss of evidential value. If the 

laboratory is remote, different preparation, packaging, and transmittal methods 

would be used from what would be used if it is being sent to a local or nearby 

regional laboratory. When a local laboratory is being used, rapid delivery and 

refrigeration during transit are possible. Thus if proper arrangements have been 

made, wet samples can be submitted. Perishable samples must never be sent to 

remote laboratories in this condition. In fact they should not even be sent to 

local laboratories unless they are rushed under refrigeration. Time, 

temperature, and moisture all play critical roles. 

Analysis of Evidence:  

After proper collection and packaging the investigating officer should send all 

the evidences to Forensic Science Laboratory for the analysis. Then it’s the duty 

of the Forensic scientist to decide the type of analysis required for an item of 

evidence, which depends on what the material is, the nature of the case, and 

what information is sought for. It should be made mandatory for an 

investigating officer to send a list of queries along with each item of evidence 

sent for examination because he know better than any body what exact 

information can be useful for the further investigation of particular crime. For 

example if hair as evidence is recovered from crime scene then the following 

logical queries can be made: 
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 Whether material is hair or not? 

 If hair, whether it is human? 

 If human, whether it belongs to male or female? 

 Which site of the body it is from? 

 Finally, to whom does it belong? 

The analytical activities of forensic scientists can be categorized, as already 

discussed are in terms of identification, individualization, and reconstruction. 

Identification uses the class characteristics of a material or object; 

individualization uses the individual characteristics.  

Identification usually refers to the identification of an item of evidence. 

Occasionally, in certain circumstances, one could be talking about the 

identification of persons. Most kinds of physical evidence have to be identified 

unequivocally. Sometimes this step may be all that is required, as in the case of 

controlled-substance possession. In many cases, however, identification is a 

first step before further analyses are undertaken.  

Is the red stain blood?  

Red paint?  

Strawberry jam?  

A piece is of plastic? 

Is this fiber natural or synthetic?  

Is this small transparent fragmenting of material a piece of glass?  

Similarly a mineral, like a grain of sand?  

These kinds of questions usually have to be answered before further tests can 

be undertaken. Identifications are made by comparing the class characteristics 

of the item or material with those of known members of the class.  

Individualization means demonstrating that the origin of a specimen can be 

uniquely specified. This dimension of forensic science is one that makes it 

unique among the sciences. It is also the most difficult aspect of a forensic 

analysis with almost every kind of evidence method and technique is constantly 

being sought for the detection of very small differences in very similar materials. 

In the case of blood, semen, and some other biological materials, we try to 

exploit the differences inherent in samples from different people. With many 

kinds of evidence, true individualization is not yet possible. There are different 

degrees of individualization; however, some can be informative, even if it is not 

absolute. A bloodstain may be known to have come from about 1 in 10,000,00 

people. If the stain compares with the blood of someone involved in the case, 
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this result can be useful and informative even though it is not possible to say 

that the stain came from a particular person. As was the case in identification 

above, individualization involves comparison. Here, the individualizing 

characteristics, rather than the class characteristics, are compared. Examination 

of individualizing characteristics of evidence can exclude the possibility of common 

origin. With most kinds of evidence, these exclusions can often be established, and 

this kind of information is helpful during an investigation.  

Reconstruction can assist in deciding what actually took place in a case; what 

was the possible sequence of events; and in limiting the different possibilities. 

Eyewitnesses to events are notoriously unreliable even when they exist. People 

have trouble in accurately remembering what they saw. It is even more of a 

problem if a complex series of events takes place suddenly and unexpectedly. 

Recollection of witnesses can change under certain conditions (like stress or 

interrogation) without the witnesses even realizing it. The passage of time tends 

to make accurate recollections more difficult, too. Their perspective on the 

incident, their biases and cultural conditioning, their vision, and their ability to 

remember details and sequences influence what people remember. Even trained 

observers can disagree about the nature of a series of events.  

In many cases, there are no independent witnesses. Victims who survive crimes 

can give an account of what happened, but they are understandably so upset 

and traumatized by the events that their versions may not be very accurate. 

Suspects, if they choose to give an account of what happened, have a vested 

stake in lying if they are guilty, and may be upset and confused if they are 

innocent. These accounts can usually not be trusted. Guilty suspects tend to 

provide stories, which, if true, would make them innocent. It is usually 

informative, therefore, to try to reconstruct the events from the physical 

evidence involved and their scientific analysis. Such a reconstruction may 

provide the only "independent witness" to the events and thus allow different 

eyewitness accounts to be evaluated for accuracy. The possibility of a 

reconstruction is one of the major reasons that the integrity of a crime scene is 

so important. Anything added to or removed from the scene, anything moved or 

changed, can and will change the interpretations in a reconstruction. 

Reconstructions can be very complex tasks based on many types of evidence, 

stain patterns, analytical results and scene documentation. In other cases, 

reconstruction can be simple, involving only a single article of evidence.  

Many potential reconstructions cannot be accomplished because of a lack of 

documentation of what took place at the scene, as we have noted above. A good 

deal of information that might be very useful to the investigation is probably 
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lost in this way. Everybody at the scene has a responsibility for its integrity. If it 

becomes necessary to move or rearrange anything, there should be 

documentation of who did what. There is only one opportunity to secure and 

preserve a crime scene and to document the location and arrangement of all the 

evidence. Errors made at this stage of the investigation are usually irreparable.  

Interpretation of Results:  

There is a difference between analysis and interpretation, and it should be 

appreciated. Scientists most often agree on the results of an analysis. If they are 

going to disagree, it is usually over the interpretation of the results. A 

reconstruction of events based upon physical-evidence analysis is always an 

interpretation and not an analysis as such.  

An analysis, regardless of how complicated, amounts to a series of observations or 

measurements of chemical or physical properties and relationships. The measure-

ments can be direct (length, mass, volume), or they can be indirect (spectral prop-

erties, refractive index, blood group). Interpretation consists of translating the results 

of the observations into a form that is consistent with all known data and which 

provides useful information about the situation under investigation.  

Sometimes, the distinction between analysis and interpretation is subtle, and 

the interpretation is obvious once the analysis is finished. A drug-possession 

case is a good example. Suppose a plastic bag confiscated from a suspect 

contains a white powder. If analysis shows that the bag contains 2 g of powder, 

the properties of which indicate 1% by weight heroin and 99% by weight lactose 

or any other powder, then it can readily be concluded that the suspect 

possessed 0.02 g of heroin. In other situations, it is not as obvious. A latent 

fingerprint developed at a scene may later be shown to belong to ‘A’ suspect. 

That fact demonstrates only that the suspect was present at the scene at some 

time. It says nothing about when or why. Similarly, a bloodstain found at a 

scene may be exhaustively analyzed, found to be human blood, and to have a 

set of blood groups possessed by 10 percent of the total population. If a suspect 

has all those same blood groups, it means only that the blood may have come 

from the suspect.  

Reporting Results and Expert Testimony:  

Forensic scientists should communicate their findings based on the results and 

their interpretation to police officers, attorneys, judges, and members who sit 

on juries. This task often requires that highly technical and complex 

information be translated into an understandable set of facts and conclusions. 

Specialized and technical terminology should be avoided as far as possible if 
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results and conclusions are to be made clear. Every effort should be made to 

express the findings in a way that non-specialists can understand. The simplest 

possible language in reports and in testimony before the courts tends to be the 

most informative.  

Expert witnesses are given somewhat more latitude in courts of law than other 

witnesses. It is a general rule of evidence that a witness can testify only to facts 

known to him or her. Ordinary witnesses may testify their opinions based on 

observations of facts, but these impressions have to be amenable to judgment 

against a background of ordinary experience. Thus, a witness might testify to a 

person's identity, to the color of an object, or to the distance between two 

objects. On the other hand, a person employs an expert witness (with scientific 

or specialized knowledge or experience) because the issues require scientific 

analysis and more logical explanation. A qualified expert, who has been 

demonstrated to the court to have skill, knowledge, or experience beyond that of 

a layperson, may give an opinion to the court, which is relevant to the analyses 

conducted and to the facts of the case.  

Over the years, courts have developed criteria for the admissibility of scientific 

tests, procedures, and their results.  

On many occasions, the court has admitted the results of experimental 

procedures, devised or modified to meet the requirements of a particular 

problem. Such procedures must be based on accepted analytical principles, 

however, and a proper foundation must be set down for them.  

Expert witnesses should keep in mind that they are talking to the jury. Every 

effort must be made to help the jury to understand the physical-evidence 

analysis and the conclusions, which can be drawn from it in terms of the case. 

Experts can be drawn into complex technical discussions in court, but even 

under these circumstances, one should take time and try to explain the 

answers completely to the jury.  

Successful presentation of findings in the court requires the cooperation of 

attorney who has called the expert. Partial conferences are essential if the right 

questions are to be asked and if the presentation is to go smoothly and be 

informative to the court and the jury. 

Continuity in the chain of custody is considered to be the most essential 

to the eventual admissibility of an item of evidence in judicial proceedings; an 

item whose custody cannot be established at all times starting from its presence 

at the scene to its introduction into evidence in court may be ruled 

inadmissible, no matter how potentially informative it may have been. Care 
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should always be taken to record custody information at every stage of evidence 

handling or transfer from one person to another. The fewer people involved in 

this process, the easier it will be to keep track of the chain of custody. 

Suggested Questions: 

 What are the main important principles to keep in mind when collecting 
and packaging physical evidence at a crime scene?  

 What are the three major activities that can be performed by a forensic 
scientist in the analysis of physical evidence?  

 How are reconstructions of criminal events related to the preservation of the 
crime scene?  

 What is the difference between analysis and interpretation of the results?  

 What are the important rules to keep in mind in reporting scientific 
results in forensic science and in giving expert testimony?  

 What is the landmark case on the admissibility of scientific tests in 
courts of law, and what did the Supreme Court say in this decision?  

 How has the landmark ruling on admissibility of scientific tests been 
modified by the courts over the years?  

 What are the important points for the expert witness to keep in mind 
when testifying on scientific evidence before a jury? 
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